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Introduction

Nowadays, the health care sector and technical engineers are joining forces more
and more. The available techniques, like the use of fast computers, high quality
sensors, and mathematical techniques, stimulate the use of technology in health
care. The use of new technologies in health care is of course improving the care
for patients. However, the same technologies can simultaneously store the data
for later processing and analysis, from which new technologies can benefit.

Patient health care can be improved in several ways. One way is causing
as little discomfort as possible, by creating equipment that can measure signals
non-invasively, whereas older techniques could only get the same accuracy us
ing invasive methods. Another way is improving techniques and creating new
techniques that provide more information on the status of a patient. This can
be achieved by using the measured data, and using computer algorithms to
extract features from the measured data.

Models can be used to explain certain phenomena in measured data. In our
research we will try to create a model of the respiratory system in combination
with the circulatory system, in order to be able to explain variations in the
arterial blood pressure during ventilation. Special attention will be paid to the
relation between the arterial blood pressure and the total blood volume.
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Chapter 1

Goal research

The goal of our research is to determine the relation between the respiration,
the circulation and the total blood volume with respect to the Systolic Pressure
Variation (SPV) and the Pulse Pressure Variation (PPV). Physicians noticed
that the amplitude of variation in arterial blood pressure caused by variations
in the intrathoracic pressure changes when the total blood volume changes. Re
search showed a strong correlation between the Spy and the total blood volume
and between the PPV and the total blood volume.

Variation of the intrathoracic pressure in our model will be assumed to be
caused by the respiration. Therefore, we will attempt to create a model which
can explain variations in arterial blood pressure, caused by the respiration.
With this model we want to see whether the amplitude of variation in arterial
blood pressure caused by the intrathoracic pressure depends on the total blood
volume.

Our model will consist of a model of the respiratory system connected to
a constant pressure ventilator and a model of the circulatory system. The
suspected relation between the respiratory and circulatory system will be im
plemented as a relation between the two models.

We also want to use the resulting model for creating a method to determine
the total blood volume of a patient. We want to use the total blood volume-SPY
and total blood volume-PPV curves from the model to determine the patients
total blood volume when his or her SPY or PPV is known. Doctors can then
base their decision on infusing blood or not on this data.

11
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Chapter 2

Physiological background of
arterial pressure variations

In this chapter, we discuss certain aspects that are of influence on the arterial
blood pressure. Section 2.1 presents a brief description of the human circulation,
an important property of the heart relevant to arterial pressure variations and
a method to determine certain aspects of the pressure - volume relation in the
left ventricle. Section 2.2 describes ways to detect whether a patient could be
hypovolemic. A model of the relation between the respiratory and circulatory
system will be presented in Section 2.3.1. Assumed causes of variations in
arterial blood pressure due to the respiration will be discussed in Section 2.3.2.
Finally, two ways of expressing the arterial blood pressure variations (SPV
and PPV) are discussed in Sections 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 respectively. For detailed
descriptions of the physiology of the human respiratory and circulatory system,
we refer to "Textbook of Medical Physiology" by Guyton and Hall [12].

2.1 The heart

The heart functions as a pump that circulates the blood through the circulatory
system. The right heart will be filled during the diastolic period with blood
from the systemic veins (venous return). When the heart contracts, blood in the
right ventricle enters the pulmonary circulation, and exchanges carbon dioxide
and oxygen in the pulmonary vascular bed. From there, oxygen enriched blood
enters via the pulmonary veins the left atrium during diastole. Partly, this
blood flows directly into the left ventricle. When the heart starts to contract,
it will push out most of the blood the left heart contains into the systemic
arteries (usually 60% [12]). The blood flows into the systemic vascular bed,
after which it will end up in the systemic veins. The blood in the systemic
veins will enter the right heart again, which closes the circulation. The cardiac
output is the total volume of blood pumped out of the ventricle per minute.
The cardiac output is the summation of the stroke volumes per minute. The
difference between the end diastolic and end systolic volume of the ventricles is
therefore equal to the stroke volume. The end diastolic volume of a ventricle
depends on the pressure with which it is filled (the pressure in the veins) and

13
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the pressure in the ventricle itself. When the filling pressure is high with respect
to the pressure in the ventricle, the ventricle will have a larger stroke volume
than when it is low. Thus, when the filling pressure is high with respect to
the pressure in the ventricle, the cardiac output is high too. The end systolic
volume depends on the back pressure of the arteries [1]. Cardiac output can be
normalized by dividing it by the surface area of the patient. This normalized
cardiac output is called cardiac index (CI).

As mentioned above, the cardiac output depends on the venous return.
When the heart is filled with blood from the venous return, the heart muscles
are being stretched. The more a muscle is stretched (up to a certain degree),
the more force it generates while it contracts. This happens, because when a
muscle is stretched, it gets closer to the optimum stretch-distance for optimum
force generation. This is called the Frank-Starling mechanism [9, 12, 17, 28].
This mechanism causes the heart to contract as much as needed to push out
most of the blood inside the chamber (at the end of the systole, the chamber still
contains some blood that it was not able to push out due to the arterial back
pressure). Figure 2.1 shows the Frank-Starling curve of the left ventricle, its
pressure-stroke volume relation. In this figure, at higher pressures the gradient
of the slope decreases. This is caused by the fact that the volume the left
ventricle can contain has a maximum. At this maximal volume, the tissue
of the left ventricle cannot stretch any further. This has as result that when
the pressure in the left ventricle rises, the volume will not (when the maximal
volume is present in the chamber).The Frank-Starling curve is an important
property of the heart chamber, because it describes the cardiac output behavior.
Since the Frank-Starling curve can differ per patient, changes in cardiac output
caused by varying filling pressure can differ per patient. Further, when the Left
Ventricular End Diastolic Pressure (LVEDP) is low and changes, the stroke
volume changes too, but much more than when the LVEDP is high and changes
with the same value.

SV(m1)

10

LVEDP(rnmHg)

20

Figure 2.1: Frank-Starling curve, where LVEDP stands for Left Ventricular End
Diastolic Pressure and SV for Stroke Volume[2]

Figure 2.2 shows a plot of the aortic pressure together with the pressure

14 2 Physiological background of arterial pressure variations
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Figure 2.2: Arterial blood pressure in relation with the pressure and the volume
in the left ventricle[3]. LV stands for left ventricle, LA stands for left atrium,
LVEDV stands for left ventricular end diastolic volume and LVESV for left
ventricular end systolic volume. ECG is the Electrocardiogram

and volume in the left ventricle to give an idea how these pressures relate to
each other and to the volume in the left ventricle.

2.2 Treatment of hypovolemic patients

In hypovolemic patients, the goal is to increase their cardiac index by infusing
them with a certain volume of fluids. However infusing them with too much
fluid is not without risk. When the blood volume can be determined in time,
the blood lost during a certain period can be determined easily. An accurate
way to determine the total blood volume is the chemodilution method. This
method is based on infusing a volume of a substance (which the body does
not adsorb or disposes fast, and which is not toxic) into the circulation. After
the substance is assumed to be distributed evenly over the total blood volume
(which can take up to 20 minutes), the concentration of the substance in the
blood is determined. With this concentration, it is possible to obtain the total
blood volume. There are two major disadvantages to this method: it is invasive
and it takes a long time before the total blood volume can be determined [6, 10].

Therefore, the determination of the volume of fluids that have to be in
fused in order to increase the cardiac index to a desirable value is commonly
based on the left ventricular end diastolic volume (LVEDV). To estimate the
LVEDV, some measure of ventricular preload (the degree to which the ven
tricle is stretched due to the filling pressure) is determined. The pulmonary
artery occlusion pressure, right ventricular end diastolic pressure and estimates
of the left ventricular end diastolic area are used as measures of the LVEDV.
However, knowledge ofthe LVEDV based on the above measures does not neces
sarily result in an accurate prediction of the hemodynamic response to changes

2.2 Treatment of hypovolemic patients 15
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in preload (caused by e.g. fluid infusion), since it does not reliably differentiate
between preload responsiveness (ie, an increase in total blood volume leads to
an increase in Cardiac Index) and preload unresponsiveness. This because each
method has a wide range of normal values, since the Frank-Starling curve that
affects the measures above can change per patient and in time[28].

Arterial blood pressure variations have showed to be a better predictor of
the cardiovascular response to changing preload, and are therefore preferable
for use as an indicator for preload responsiveness [17, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29].

2.3 Arterial blood pressure variation

In this section, we want to present a model of the respiratory and circula
tory system, to be able to determine the places where and how the respiratory
system influences the circulatory system directly. Then we will present the as
sumed influences the respiratory system has on the circulatory system. After
that, the determination of the Systolic Pressure Variation (SPV) and Pulse
Pressure Variation (PPV) will be explained. We assume that model we are
making reflects patients that are ventilated by a constant pressure ventilator,
and therefore the model of the lungs will be connected to a model of a constant
pressure ventilator.

2.3.1 Model relating respiratory and circulatory system

Here we want to present a model of the relation between the respiratory and
circulatory system (see figure 2.3). In this model, assumptions are made regard
ing the influence of the respiratory system on the circulatory system. In figure
2.3, the large rectangle represents the place where the respiratory system influ
ences the circulatory system. The time varying intrathoracic pressure caused
by the respiration is assumed to influence the blood pressure, flow, and volume
of the heart, of the pulmonary circulation and of the systemic vessels that are
inside the thorax. The systemic vessels outside the thorax are assumed not to
be influenced directly by the intrathoracic pressure. We also assume that the
intrathoracic pressure is the same everywhere inside the thorax.

In our first model, we assume that the time varying intrathoracic pressure
does not affect the characteristics of the vessels.

We further assume that the circulatory system does not influence the in
trathoracic pressure.

16 2 Physiological background of arterial pressure variations
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c'=~Pressure in and flow through the
mouth

Respiratory system

intrathoracic pressure
pth

"Thorax

Pulmonary
vessels

I
I
I
I

~--~---------------------------------------------------------~

Systemic
extrathoracic

vessels

Figure 2.3: Model of the relation between the respiratory and circulatory system

2.3.2 Intrathoracic pressure and arterial blood pressure varia
tion

During a single positive pressure breath, the systolic and diastolic systemic ar
terial blood pressure increases and then decreases. This is a response to the
increase and decrease of the left ventricular stroke output. It is believed that
the blood that is pushed out of the thorax due to the increased intrathoracic
pressure causes this increase in arterial blood pressure during a positive pres
sure breath. The following decrease in blood pressure is believed to be caused
by the decrease in venous return of the right heart during the positive pressure
breath, caused by the increased intrathoracic pressure [17, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28].

An increase of pressure in the lungs causes an increase of intrapleural pres
sure, which we assume to be the same as the intrathoracic pressure. This
increase is assumed to have several effects on the circulatory system inside the
thorax which cause variations in the arterial blood pressure:

• The increase in intrathoracic pressure causes a change in transmural pres
sure of a vessel inside the thorax. This can be seen as a decrease in the
diameter of the vessel, where the amplitude of decrease in diameter de
pends on the vessel compliance and the transmural pressure change.

• The decrease of vessel diameter has as effect that the resistance to blood

2.3 Arterial blood pressure variation 17
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flow increases, because the blood flow now has to go through a narrower
vessel.

• The intramural pressure of the vessel in the thorax is equal to the trans
mural pressure of that vessel added to the intrathoracic pressure. Since
the intramural pressure of a vessel outside the thorax is assumed only to
depend on the transmural pressure caused by the elasticity of that vessel
and its volume (assuming the pressure just outside the vessel is zero), the
difference between the intramural pressures of vessels inside and outside
the thorax varies with a varying intrathoracic pressure (apart from the
change in transmural pressures caused by a change in intrathoracic pres
sure). This has as effect that the blood flow from inside the thorax to
outside the thorax and vice versa is influenced.

• Since baroreceptors are present in the thorax, they are assumed to be
affected by a change in intrathoracic pressure. An increase in intrathoracic
pressure should cause an increase in intramural pressures of vessels with
baroreceptors. This has as result that the heart rate will decrease as a
consequence.

Physicians noticed that when a patient is hypovolemic, the variations in
arterial blood pressure caused by a varying intrathoracic pressure were larger
then when a patient was normovolemic. Several clinical tests were done to
determine whether the Spy and PPV were correlated to hypovolemia.

2.3.3 Systolic Pressure Variation

The SPY is the variation in the systolic blood pressure caused by a chang
ing intrathoracic pressure. It is equal to the difference between the maximum
and the minimum systolic pressure during a positive pressure breath. When
an apneic baseline is determined, some more information can be derived from
the SPY. The apneic baseline can be determined by blocking the respiration
for a brief moment at the end of the expiration, and determining the systolic
pressure at that point. Usually the determination of the apneic baseline can be
done during normal ventilation of a patient, when the pressure in the thorax
caused by the ventilation is assumed to be nearly constant (at the end of the
expiratory phase). The variations of systolic blood pressure with respect to this
baseline, are called the delta(up) (or rSup) and delta( down) (or rSdown). rSup is
the difference between the systolic blood pressure above this baseline and the
baseline itself. rSdown is the difference between the baseline and the systolic
blood pressure under the baseline (fig 2.4). Research has shown a positive cor
relation between hypovolemia and the rSdown, and a somewhat smaller but also
positive correlation between rSup and hypervolemia [17, 22, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29].

2.3.4 Pulse Pressure Variation

The PPV is also due to the changing intrathoracic pressure. It however, uses
the variation in pulse pressure (Psystolic - Pdiastolic) caused by inspiration and

18 2 Physiological background of arterial pressure variations
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Delta(down)

Figure 2.4: Systolic Pressure Variation (SPV), with PA=arterial pressure, Pw
= airway pressure, SPmax = maximal systolic pressure, and SPmin = minimal
systolic pressure [28]

expiration. It is defined as the pulse pressure where the systolic pressure is at
its maximum (PPmax ) minus the pulse pressure where the systolic pressure is
at its minimum (PPmin ) divided by the average of these two pressures (figure
2.5, equation 2.1).

PPV = PPmax - PPmin
PPmax+PPmin

2

(2.1)

The advantage of the use of PPV is that there is no need for establishing a
baseline, thus omitting an apneic block sometimes needed with the SPY tech
nique. Furthermore, this technique seems to be more accurate in predicting
preload responsiveness than the SPY, because the PPV only reflects changes in
the transmural aortic pressure and thus changes in the Left Ventricular Stroke
Volume (LVSV), whereas Spy also reflects changes in the intrapleural pres
sure. Research has shown a positive correlation between hypovolemia and the
PPV[17, 25, 27,28].

Figure 2.5: Pulse Pressure Variation, with PA =arterial pressure, Pw=airway
pressure and PP=pulse pressure [28]

2.3 Arterial blood pressure variation 19
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Chapter 3

Use of models

As stated in the goal of our research, we want to use a model to explain varia
tions in the arterial blood pressure, caused by the variations in the intrathoracic
pressure. With the model, we would like to determine the relation between the
total blood volume and the SPY, 8up, 8down, and PPV. We can then use these
relations to determine the total blood volume when the SPY, 8up, 8down, or
PPV is determined from an arterial blood pressure. This estimation of the total
blood volume of a patient based on his/her SPY, 8up, 8down, or PPV can then
be used in deciding whether fluid resuscitation is necessary or not.

'When we want to use this model in patient health care, we need to be sure
of a number of things:

• The model is detailed enough to produce valid relations between the total
blood volume and the SPV, 8up, 8down, and PPV

• The model parameters are matched to the patient

When the model is not detailed enough, false information will be presented
by the model. This of course can be quite harmful for the patient when the
decision to infuse a volume of fluid into the circulatory system is based on false
data. This is why model validation will have to be done before the model is
used in a patient monitoring system.

Since the status of patients differ in time and per patient, the model will
have to be matched to the patient monitored. 'When the model is not matched
to a patient, the information from it can again be false. This patient matching
is a challenge after creating a correct model.

When simulation results from the model are compared with measurement
values from a patient, the difference in results can be used to adjust the model
parameter values. Comparing enough simulation results with patient measure
ment values should make it possible to adjust the parameter values of the model
in such a way that the model is matched to the patient. In figure 3.1 this would
mean that the model parameter values would be adjusted in such a way that
the difference becomes zero.

21
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ventilator

I------~---. simulated arterial
blood pressure

------I compare

' ~.[ Patient ]r---------JL patient arterial
. _ blood pressure

~-------~

Figure 3.1: Matching the model to the patient

When using a model to simulate variables in real time, the model will have
to be able to produce the wanted values fast and accurately enough. The choice
between accuracy and speed is usually a tradeoff the user has to make. This
choice will depend on the speed of the computer the simulator is installed on, the
complexity of the model and the efficiency with which the model is simulated.

22 3 Use of models
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Chapter 4

Basic model

One of the goals is to present a model of the influence the respiratory system
has on the circulatory system. Before such a relation can be modelled, a model
of the respiratory system and circulatory system has to be available as a basis
for that model. In this chapter, that basis is presented. First, the distinction
between parameters and variables is made in section 4.1. When this distinction
is made, Aben's model of the respiratory system is described in section 4.2.
After that, section 4.3 describes the model of the circulatory system Kentgens
used in her paper. Finally, the way both models were validated is described in
section ?? For more detail, we would like to refer to the reports written about
these models [5, 15].

An attempt was made to create a model of the human circulatory and respi
ratory system in P-spice, a software package for simulating electrical networks.
In order to do this, a translation had to be made from the mechanical domain to
the electrical domain. Aben, a trainee who worked on the model of the human
respiratory system (in P-spice), used such a translation [5, 21]. An attempt
to create a model of the human circulatory system in P-spice was made, since
it would then be easy to integrate it with the mentioned model of the human
respiratory system.

P-spice was selected, because little effort is needed to add or remove elements
to or from the model. However, creating the model of the human circulatory
system in P-spice, showed that the limitations of P-spice prevented simulations
to finish, when model parameters were set to the appropriate value (derived
from literature and translated via the translation table mentioned). The work
done in P-spice is included in appendix F. A new approach was determined,
where the basis of the human circulatory system was taken from the report of
Kentgens [15]. With this model and the model of the respiratory system created
by Aben [5] as a basis, further modelling of the influence of the respiratory
system on the circulatory system was done.

4.1 Parameters and variables

Before a start is made of explaining the used models, a brief explanation is
given regarding the referral to variables and parameters. The difference be-
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tween parameters and variables is used in Kentgens report, and will be used in
this report regarding the model of Aben. Parameters are independent quanti
ties, and usually refer to the mechanical properties of the elements used, like
(wall)compliance, resistance to flow, blood inertness and the unstressed volume
of a compartment. Variables are those quantities that are functions of the pa
rameters, or depend on control functions. Examples are flow, pressure, and
volume.

4.2 Model of the respiratory system

Aben has created a model of the human respiratory system in P-spice, inspired
by analogies between equations in the mechanical and the electrical domain
(table 4.1). The values in the model are based on relations between the me
chanical units and the electrical units. These can be found in table 4.2 and are
derived from [5, 21].

Table 4.1: Analogous quantities in mechanical and electrical systems

Mechanical Electrical
Quality Symbol Units Quality Symbol Units
Volume V liter Charge Q coulomb (C)

Flow V I Current I ampere (A)sec
Pressure P cmH2 0 Voltage E volt (V)

Resistance R cmH20 Resistance R ohm (n)-----r-

Compliance C
sic

Capacitance C farad (F)
cmH~O

Table 4.2: Translation table used to determine the values of the parameters in
Aben's electrical model, derived from [5, 21]

Mechanical systems Electrical systems
0.98 cm~2 -s In

1 s 1 -10-3 8

1 cmH2 0 0.66 V
1 cm3

0.375 .10-3A
s

1.02 cm1?o 1 .1O-3F

4.2.1 Assumptions regarding model respiratory system

Aben made a number of assumptions when she created the model of the respi
ratory system in P-spice:

• The compliance and the resistance to airflow of the left lung is assumed
to be equal to the compliance and resistance of airflow of the right lung.
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• The pressure volume relationship of the compliance of the lungs and tho
rax are assumed to be linear.

• The resistance to airflow is assumed to be constant.

For our model, the model of Aben is assumed to produce sufficiently correct
simulation results to use in our model of the relation between the respiratory
and circulatory system. Hence, our numerical model will be created after Aben's
model, and will be compared to her results.

4.2.2 Model respiratory system connected to a constant pres
sure ventilator

Aben's model (created in P-spiee) consists of 2 capacitors, representing the
compliance of the thorax and of the lungs and a resistance that represents the
airway resistance. She connected a model of a constant pressure ventilator to
it (since she made a model of the respiratory system of a patient connected to
a ventilator). Figure 4.1 shows her model of the respiratory system connected
to a ventilator with a constant pressure setting. Table 4.3 shows the values
that she used for the parameters in her model. The values for the switch on
and off resistances are respectively chosen very small and very large, thus their
influence is assumed negligible small. The valve setting to control the flow of
air is given in figure 4.2, where Tinsp is the inspiratory period, Tpause the end
inspiratory pause and T exp the expiratory pause. The resulting simulated flow
through the mouth (in our model called fmouthL) and intrathoracic pressure
(in our model called pethL) are given in figure 4.3 and figure 4.4. Keep in mind
that the results shown here were results of a separate run of her model with
the values indicated in table 4.3. In our model, some values for the parameters
may differ from the values she finally used for her report.

SVENTl

fCIL{l) pCIL{t)

RVENTINSPl

~-vvv-~

frvenlinspL (I)

PVENTl

RVENTEXPl

frvenlexpL(I)

ell

fClt1~hL{I)
CTHl

PEEPl

Figure 4.1: Abens model of the respiration where a constant pressure ventilator
is used
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Element Electrical value
RPERAIRL 11.2n

RVENTINSPL In
RVENTEXPL In

CLL 0.204 . 10-3F
CTHL 0.204 . 10-3F

PVENTL 10.8V
PEEPL 3.4V

Table 4.3: Parameter values of Aben's model
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: t insp texp
,,,
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Figure 4.2: Plot of the switch pattern of the switches in the schematic of Aben
(see figure 4.1)
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Figure 4.3: Simulation plot of the pressures in Abens model of the respiration
where a constant pressure ventilator is used(V(Cthorax:1) is equal to pcthL
(pressure in the lungs), V(Clung:1) is equal to pclL (intrapleural pressure) and
V(Rairw:1) is equal to pmouthL (pressure in the mouth) in figure 4.1)
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Figure 4.4: Simulation plot of the flow fmouthL (flow of respiratory gasses
through the mouth) Abens model of the respiration where a constant pressure
ventilator is used(where I(Rairw) is equal to fmouthL in figure 4.1)
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4.3 Model circulatory system

As stated earlier, the model of the human circulatory system used by Kent
gens was going to serve as a basis for our research. The model she created
and improved was an adapted version of the one used in the Human Patient
Simulator™ (HPS™). The HPS™ was created as a means for medical stu
dents to train themselves in medical decision making. Since it is based on
mathematical models of parts of the human body, it is subject to constant im
provements, in order to create a training program that is as realistic as possible.

The blood circulation model of the HPST M consists of 2 parts: the control
ling and the uncontrolled system. The uncontrolled system is a closed circula
tion that consists of the heart and the vessels. The controlling system adjusts
the parameters of the uncontrolled system, in order to keep homeostasis of the
body. Because the controlling system only affects the uncontrolled system indi
rectly, it was not considered in Kentgens work. More information on the model
can be found in the following sections and in literature [7, 16, 15].

4.3.1 Notation

As stated before, a distinction between parameters and variables is made. From
now on, parameters will be symbolized with capital letters, like done in Kent
gens (to stay in line with her notation of parameters). For the same reason,
variables are symbolized with small letters. Like in Kentgens, medical units
will be used for all parameters and variables.

4.3.2 Model of a compartment

The model Kentgens used for a compartment is shown in figure 4.6. As in
Aben's model, blood volume v, intramural pressure p, and blood flow fare
assumed to be equivalents of the electrical charge on a capacitance, the voltage
across a capacitance and electrical current.

Kentgens' model of a compartment has the following variables:

• blood volume stored in the compartment: v(ml)

• transmural pressure, which is defined as the pressure inside the compart
ment minus the pressure outside the compartment: p(mmHg)

• inflow of blood into the compartment: fin (ml Is)

• outflow of blood out of the compartment: fout(mlls)

It has the following parameters:

• blood flow resistance, which is theoretical proportional to the length of the
tube modelled, the viscosity of the fluid and inversely proportional to the
square of the tube's cross-sectional area: R(mmHg· slml) (Poiseuille's
law, where R = ~)
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8 . TJ . l
R=-

IT' r4
(4.1)

Equation 4.1 is valid for laminar flow, which is correct for almost all blood
flow in the human circulation. Turbulence (non-laminar flow) is assumed
present at only a few places in the human circulation (near valves and
certain bifurcations in vessels and in vessels with a high blood flow and
a small diameter). However, the influence of turbulence is assumed to
be negligibly small in most vessels and thus not modelled in Kentgens'
model, except in the extra thoracic arteries.

• unstressed volume, equals the blood volume inside the compartment,
when the transmural pressure is equal to zero: Vu(ml)

• compartment wall compliance, which is defined as the change in the com
partments blood volume divided by the resulting change in transmural
pressure.

c= L>V
L>P

(4.2)

The above two items are combined graphically represented in figure 4.5

Vu volume, v

Figure 4.5: Volume Pressure relation used for the compartments in the circu
latory system model.

• fluid inertance, which represents the blood inertance, caused by the mass
of the blood. It is proportional to the length of the compartment and the
blood density, and inversely proportional to the inverse of the square of
the compartments cross-sectional surface: L(mmH9 . 8 2 /ml)

TJ . l
L=-

IT . r2
(4.3)

The compartment can be described by the following mathematical relations:
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bv(t)
~ =Jin(t) - Jout(t)

V(t) =V(t - Ts ) + l:~Ts (Jin(T) - Jout(T))dT

bJin(t) 1 ( ))-b-t- =Z . (Pin(t) - Pout(t) - R . lin t

Jin(t) =Jin(t - Ts )

1 I T
=t+ Z' T=t-T

s
(Pin(T) - Pout(T) - R· lin(T))dT

if L = 0 lin(t) =Pin(t) - Pout(t)
R

. 1
If V(t) > Vu Pout(t) = C . (v(t) - Vu) = E· (V(t) - Vu)

if v(t) ::::; Vu Pout(t) =0

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

Differential equation 4.4 calculates the blood volume change of the com
partment at time t. In order to calculate the total blood volume, v(t - Ts ) is
needed(equation 4.5). Differential equation 4.6 calculates the change in blood
inflow of the compartment at time t, when the parameter L is unequal to O.
With equation 4.7 the total blood inflow of the compartment can be calcu
lated. Since in almost all compartments within the human circulatory system
the change of blood flow within a small time frame (say Ts) is very small and/or
the cross-sectional area of the compartment is very large, the parameter that
represents blood inertance, L, is negligibly small. In those cases, the inflow of
blood into the compartment can be calculated using equation 4.8. Equations
4.9 and 4.10 are used to calculate the intramural pressure of the compartment.

fout(t)

~
c Vu v

I
Figure 4.6: Schematic of one compartment

4.3.3 Digital implementation

Since Kentgens used a computer to simulate the closed circulatory system of the
HPS™, the continuous equations 4.4 to 4.10 had to be digitally implemented.
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Kentgens used the Forward Euler Method to achieve this. This method assumes
that the derivative during a chosen sample interval is constant:

<5x (t)
<5t

(4.11)

Combining:
x(n· Ts ) = x[n· Ts ] = x[n] (4.12)

(representing a discretization of time, time equals n times the time step Ts )

with equation 4.11 and using the result to rewrite equations 4.5 and 4.7 to 4.10,
these equations can be approximated by the following set of equations:

if L #0

if L =0

if v[n] >Vu

if v[n] ::SYu

v[n + 1] =v[n] + T s . (/in[n] - fout[n])

/in[n + 1] =/in[n] + i .(Pin[n] - poudn] - R· /in[n])

1
/in = R(Pin[n] - pout[n])

pout[n] =E· (v[n] - Vu)

pout[n] =0

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

The digitization of continuous equations inevitably introduces errors due to
the estimations that are made by the digitization method. As long as the time
step T s is chosen sufficiently small, the error will be small too. However, using
calculated values (with a small error) in calculating the values of the variables
of time step [n + l], and repeating this cycle, the error can grow. A method
how to solve this problem is presented in section 4.3.7

4.3.4 Compartments circulatory system

Figure 4.7 shows the subdivision of the human circulatory system into several
compartments, as used by Kentgens. The abbreviations used in the equations
and electrical schematics are presented in appendix A. The electrical schematics
are presented in appendix B.

Heart model

The heart has two sides: the left and the right side. The left heart consists of
the left atrium, the mitral valve, the left ventricle, and the aortic valve. The
right heart consists of the right atrium, the tricuspid valve, the right ventricle
and the pulmonary valve.

In the model Kentgens used, the following aspects are taken into account:

• the pressure-volume relationship, modelled via a time-varying elastance
concept[15]. The active character of the elastance of a heart chamber is
characterized by the following factors:

emin: minimal elastance during diastole

emax : maximal elastance during systole
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1 Left atrium
2 Left ventricle
3 Aorta
4 Intrathoracic arteries
5 Extrathoracic arteries
6 Muscle and skin compartment
7 Fat compartment
8 Vessel rich compartment
9 Extrathoracic veins
10 Intrathoracic veins
11 Right atrium
12 Right ventricle
13 Pulmonary arteries
14 Left lung
15 Right lung
16 Shunt flow through lungs
17 Pulmonary veins

Figure 4.7: Schematic with all the compartments depicted

- the duration of the contraction of the hearts chambers: atrial sys
tole (Tas ), ventricular systole (Tvs ) and the duration of a heart
cycle(THc). Also, the delay between the end of the atrial systole
and the begin of the ventricular systole (TAV) is defined (physiolog
ically, this delay is caused by the Purkinje fibers)

Valve model

The model of the valves of the heart takes into account that a certain back flow
of blood has to occur, in order to close the valves. Therefore, small negative
spikes can be seen in the flows that pass the modelled valves. Once a valve is
closed, no back flow will occur until the next time the valve will need to close.

Systemic circulation model

Kentgens model of the systemic circulation is divided into the following com
partments:

• Arterial segment:

- Aorta compartment

- Intrathoracic arteries compartment

- Extrathoracic arteries compartment

Notice that the only compartment that includes a blood inertance is the
extrathoracic arteries compartment (LET H A). In addition, the distinc
tion was made to take into account the effects of the pressure within the
thorax that surrounds the blood vessels that can differ from the pressure
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that surrounds the blood vessels outside the thorax. Changes in the pres
sure within the thorax that surrounds the blood vessels can be caused
by the respiratory system (either due to voluntary respiration or a ven
tilator) and can affect the perfusion pressure of both the intrathoracic
arteries and extrathoracic veins compartments.

• Microcirculation:

Fat compartment

Vessel rich compartment

Muscle and skin compartment

This distinction was made in order to be able to simulate the anesthesia
uptake and distribution of the HPS™ (for the controlled model).

• Venous segment:

Extrathoracic veins compartment

Intrathoracic veins compartment

Again this was split up to accommodate the possible difference in intra
and extrathoracic pressure surrounding the vessels.

Coronary circulation model

In the HPS™, Kentgens added a model for the coronary circulation to the
model of the circulatory system. This coronary model calculated the blood
flow into the coronary circulation, and consisted of the following sub models:

• hemodynamic sub model

• oxygen supply sub model

• oxygen consumption sub model

• local controls sub model

• ischemia sub model

Each of these 5 sub models depend on variables calculated in one or more of
the other 4 sub models and/or the model of the circulatory system. This coro
nary circulation model calculates the maximum elastance of the left and right
ventricle. This maximum depends on the balance between oxygen supply and
oxygen consumption. Thus these 5 sub models control the pressure developed
during systole, as well as the stroke volume, since the volume that remains in
the heart chamber after systole increases when the maximal elastance of that
heart chamber during systole decreases.
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Pulmonary circulation model

The pulmonary circulation model consists of three main parts:

• Pulmonary arteries compartment

• Microcirculation, that consists of three compartments:

Left lung compartment

Right lung compartment

Compartment modelling the shunt flow through the lung

• Pulmonary veins compartment

4.3.5 Total set model equations

The various compartments presented here all have their own set of (state) equa
tions. Simulation of all the compartments together results in a large set of
(state) equations describing the total model ofthe uncontrolled circulatory sys
tem. For these equations, we refer to the report of Kentgens [15].

4.3.6 Calculation order

In order to be able to use the digitized equations 4.13 to 4.16 to simulate all
the compartments of the uncontrolled human circulation, first an initialization
will have to take place, since a number of (state)equations depend on values
calculated in the previous time step. After that, a certain order has to be
maintained to be able to calculate all the values of the variables needed.

Initialization

The following variables and parameters have to be defined, before the simulation
can start:

• For each compartment its viscous resistance, its wall compliance, its un
stressed volume and if present its fluid inertance.

• the states of each compartments, like present blood volume and if needed
the flow.

• the following state variables and parameters:

pressure in the thorax (in Kentgens model a constant of -4mmHg).

which of the heart valves are closed

the duration of one heart cycle in seconds: thr (time heart rate).

duration of the atrial and ventricular systole and the time between
the end of the atrial systole and the start of the ventricular systole

• the time variables:
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time step T s = 0.002 seconds, which equals the sample time of the
HPSTM. The main loop will be executed every T s seconds.

the past time in the current heart cycle tec[n]. This variable is used
to determine in which part of the heart cycle (systole or diastole)
the ventricles and atria are. It will be initialized as 0, and increases
with every time step a factor T s , until tee becomes larger than thr.
At that point, it will be made equal to zero, from which it starts to
increase again.

Kentgens program uses three files to initialize these parameters and vari
ables, which are imported and used by the program. The file with extension
.prm contains all the parameters with their initial value. The file with the
extension .var contains all the state variables of all compartments, as well as
some other state variables with their values. The file with the file extension
.cor is used to define parameters for the coronary model Kentgens added to the
HPSTM.

Main loop

For each time step, at step n, the following ordered steps to calculate all the
variables are taken:

1. Calculation of the cardiac elastances ern]

2. Calculation of the transmural pressures of each compartment, at time n,
given the state of the compartment at time n (where E = ern] when the
compartment is an heart compartment)

poutln] =E· (v[n] - Vu)

Pin[n] =0

if v[n] >Vu

if v[n] :::;0
(4.18)

(4.19)

3. Calculation of the blood flows of the compartments at time n if L is
assumed to be zero. For cardiac flows the state of the valves (open or
closed) are also taken into account.

if L =0 (4.20)

4. Estimation of the new state of each compartment at future time [n + 1]

v[n + 1] =v[n] + T s . Uin[n] - foutln])

/in[n + 1] =/in[n] + i .(pp[n] - Pe[n] - R· /in[n])

5. Update the time in the current heart cycle tee

if L #0

(4.21)

(4.22)

tcc[n + 1] =tcc[n] + T s

tcc[n + 1] =0

4.3 Model circulatory system

if tcc[n] <thr (4.23)

if tec[n] ?thr (4.24)
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4.3.7 Correction of buildup of errors caused by the digitization
of the time continuous equations

To prevent a buildup of errors caused by the digitization of the time continuous
equations, an extra parameter, TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME was introduced.
TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME is a value representing the volume of blood in the
circulatory system. Every time step, the total blood volume within all the
compartments is calculated. The difference between this value and parameter
TOTALBLOOD_ VOL UME is added to the volume of blood of the systemic
intrathoracic veins (vithv). This feature corrects the error in blood volume
determination every time step. An extra advantage of this solution is that
slowly increasing or decreasing the TO TALBLOOD_ VOLUME can simulate a
patient that is infused slowly with blood or other fluids, or is suffering from
blood loss.

4.3.8 Remainder model

As stated before, the model of Kentgens was based on an existing model of
parts of the human body (the model of the HPSTM). Kentgens also added
some features, like a coronary circulation and the possibility of regurgitating
heart valves. The resulting model is an accumulation of improvements on the
first model created by the department of Anesthesiology at the University of
Florida in the 1980's. The original model was meant to train medical trainee's
in the use of anesthetics. With this in mind, a large portion of the total model
used in the HPSTM is not needed in our model. As stated before, only the
closed cardiovascular model of the circulatory system would be regarded.

Although Kentgens model is validated and assumed to approximate the
variables in real patients closely enough, it is not needed that it is as extensive
as it is now. For example, the coronary circulation in the model of the human
circulation is not needed for making a first model of the influence of the chang
ing intrathoracic pressure caused by ins- and expiration on the various blood
pressures in the model.

However, since identification and removal of all the parts in the java program
not needed for a first model for the influence of the respiratory system on the
circulatory system can take up a lot of time, and will only be beneficiary in
shortening calculation time, this removal will not be done unless this could be
achieved quickly.

We choose to add models of the different influences of the respiratory system
on the circulatory system to the java program in which the circulatory model
was realized. When the correct models are added, this will result in a model
which represents the relation between the respiratory and the circulatory sys
tem, and can simulate changes in the variables of the circulatory system caused
by the respiratory system (see chapter 5).

4.3.9 Results Kentgens model

Here a number of plots are given, that show the simulation results of the model
Kentgens used. Figure 4.8 shows the calculated pressures of the heart com-
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partments, figure 4.9 the calculated pressures in the systemic arteries and veins
compartments. Figure 4.10 shows the calculated pressures in the pulmonary ar
teries and veins compartment. Figure 4.11 shows the calculated volumes of the
left ventricle and systemic arteries. Figure 4.12 shows the calculated volumes
of the systemic veins compartments.

Pressures in the heart
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Figure 4.8: Pressures in the heart, where plv is the pressure in the left ventricle,
pIa the pressure in the left atrium, prv the pressure in the right ventricle and
pra the pressure in the right atrium
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Pressures In the systemic vascular bed
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Volume in the left venticle and systemic arteries
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Figure 4.11: Volume in the left ventricle and systemic arteries, where vlv is the
volume in the left ventricle, vaorta the volume in the aorta, vitha the volume
in the intrathoracic arteries and vetha the volume in the extrathoracic arteries
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Figure 4.12: Volume systemic veins, where vethv is the volume in the extratho
racie veins and vithv the volume in the intrathoracic veins
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4.4 Usefulness models Aben en Kentgens for our
model

Before we adopt the models of Aben en Kentgens in our model, the question
should be posed whether the models are suited for use in our model, or whether
they should be adapted before they can be used (or even whether they are
not usable at all). The model of Aben does not model the negative offset in
intrapleural pressure when the pressure inside the lungs and outside the thorax
are the same. This negative offset in intrapleural pressure is caused by the
tpmlency of the lungs to collapse due to their elasticity and the fact that they
are normally stretched. The closed space between the thoracic cage and the
lllngs (the intrapleural space) is filled with intrapleural fluids. When the volume
of the thoracic cage is kept constant, the lungs are kept stretched because the
intrapleural fluids cannot expand (the volume of fully collapsed lungs is smaller
than the minimal volume of the thoracic cage). This causes a negative offset in
intrapleural pressure, which changes with the volume of the lungs, and whether
a patient breathes voluntary or is connected to a ventilator [9, 12]. Kentgens
used for this negative intrapleural pressure -4 mmHg [15]. Kentgens model can
simulate all the variables we are interested in (the various volumes, pressures
and flow in the circulatory system, especially the pressures, volume and flow in
t he intra and ext rathoracic systemic veins, the left heart and systemic arteries).
Howpver, her model also contains a model for the coronary circulation. Because
t his would only make am model unnecessary complex, we will remove this part.
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Chapter 5

Implementation respiratory
and circulatory system and
their relation

In this chapter the expected results of the implementation of the model of Aben
are presented in section 5.1. The difference in simulation results of the respira
tory model connected to a constant pressure ventilator implemented in Matlab
and Java are stated in section 5.2. Expected differences between the implemen
tation of this model and the model of Aben are stated in section 5.3. Section
5.4 presents the changes made to Kentgens cardiovascular model with the coro
nary circulation. Section 5.5 presents the additions made to the program of
Kentgens in order to make simulation of the model possible and the simulation
results available to the user. Section 5.6 presents the implementation of how
the intrathoracic pressure from the respiratory model is used in the cardiovas
cular model (without the coronary circulation model). Section 5.7 states the
expectations of the simulation results of the model presented in section 5.6.

Since a combination of the respiratory and circulatory system will be made,
the difference between elements of the model of the respiratory and circulatory
system had to be made clear. In our report, elements used in the model of
the respiratory system can be recognized by the capital L on the end of the
abbreviation of the parameter or variables name.

5.1 Model respiratory system connected to a con
stant pressure ventilator

In this section, a model of the respiratory system connected to a constant pres
sure ventilator will be presented. As a basis the model in Aben [5] was taken.
The electrical equivalent of this model can be found in figure 4.3. Subsection
5.1.1 presents the equations used in the mathematical model of this model.
Subsections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 present the implementations in respectively Matlab
and Java.

The model does not provide for a force that causes expiration, other than the
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force pasively generated by the joint compliance of the lungs and the thorax (we
assume the respiratory museles are fully relaxed). Further the pressure-volume
relation of the lung compliance and thorax compliance is linear. In the relation,
the volume is Oml when the pressure in the lungs is OcmH20. The slope is equal
to the value of the compliance.

The model of Aben was translated into a set of equations. A list of the
equations can be found in subsection 5.1.1.

A loop was used to solve these equations for every time step. Since our model
of the respiration does not usc the volume of the thorax or lungs to calculate
the pressure inside them, but uses the flow, the need for error correction similar
as described in 4.3.7 is not necessary.

Before a start could be made with solving the equations for each time step,
an initialization is done. This initialization entails defining all the constants, as
well as the initial values that need to be known to solve the set of equations for
the first time step. The used values for our parameters can be found in table
5.1.

After the initialization, the model equations can be calculated in a loop,
keeping track of the time that has passed (time passed equals T s . n, where T s
is the sample time, and n the current step). The following order in solving the
equations for every time step in the Matlab and Java Model was used:

1. Determination of the flow of gases through the mouth (based on the initial
values or the values determined in the previous time step)(fmouthL, the
flow of gases through the mouth).

2. Determination of the flows of gases based on the phase of respiration
(inspiration, inspiratory pause, expiration)(frventinspL, frventexpL, felL,
fcthL, representing respectively the flow of respiratory gases through the
inspiratory and expiratory resistance of the ventilator, the flow into the
lung and thorax compliance).

3. Determination of the pressure pmouthL based on the flows present (pmouthL ,
the pressure in the mouth).

4. Estimation of future pressures, needed in the next time step(based on the
Forward Euler Method, using the present flows and pressures, polL, pcthL
representing respectively the pressure in the lungs and the pressure in the
intrapleural space).

5.1.1 Equations model respiratory system

The following set of equations is used in the given order to calculate the pres
sures and flows for each time step. For the discretization of the time continuous
system Forward Euler is used, to stay in line with the discretization method
Kentgens used (equations relate to figure 4.1).
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if SVENTL = 1

if SVENTL = 2

if SVENTL = 3

f h [ ] PVENTL - pclL[n] ()
mout L n = RVENTINSPL + RPERAIRL 5.1

frventinspL[n] = fmouthL (5.2)

frventexpL[n] = a (5.3)

pmouthL[n] = PVENTL - fmouthL[n]· RVENTINSPL
(5.4)

fmouthL[n] = a (5.5)

frventinspL[n] = a (5.6)

frventexpL[n] = a (5.7)

pmouthL[n] = pclL[n] (5.8)

h [ ] pclL[n] - PEEPL ()
fmout L n = - RVENTEXPL + RPERAIR 5.9

frventinspL[n] = a (5.10)

frventexpL[n] = fmouthL[n] (5.11)

pmouthL[n] = PEEPL - fmouthL . RVENTEXP L
(5.12)

fclL[n] = fmouthL[n]

fcthL[n] = fmouthL[n]

fcthL[n] . Ts
pcthL[n + 1] = CTHL + pcthL[n]

clL[n 1] = fclL[n] . Ts fcthL[n] . Ts lL[ ]
p + CLL + CTHL +pc n

(5.13)

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)
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The parameters in table 5.1 were used in our Matlab and Java model.

Table 5.1: Values of the parameters used in the Matlab and Java model (10
second respiratory cycle)

Parameter description parameter value unit
PVENTL ventilator pressure 26.6 cmH20
PEEPL Positive End Expiratory Pressure 15.6 CmH20

RVENTINSPL resistance ventilator to inspiration 10 cmH20
------y--

RVENTEXPL resistance ventilator to expiration 10 crrtff20
------y--

RPERAIRL resistance respiratory system 15 crrtff20
--.L

CLL compliance lungs 0.2
51 c

cmH20
CTHL compliance thorax 0.2 I

cmH20
TINSPWL duration inspiration 3 s

TENDINSPL end inspiration pause 1 s
TEXPWL duration expiration 6 s

5.1.2 Model respiratory system in combination with a constant
pressure ventilator in Matlab

Matlab was used to quickly implement a model of the respiratory system con
nected to a constant pressure ventilator. The model was first implemented in
Matlab, since the source code of Kentgens program was not yet available at
the time. Since it is not hard to rewrite Matlab code into Java code, Matlab
was used. In Matlab, an array of structs was used to store the data in. This
method was chosen, because using a struct allowed the use of names instead of
numbers to refer to the variables. A disadvantage is the larger memory usage
with respect to the use of an array, as well as the more difficult plotting of a
variable in a struct with respect to plotting a column of an array. The algo
rithm of the model of the respiratory system connected to a constant pressure
ventilator can be found in appendix C.

5.1.3 Model respiratory system in combination with a constant
pressure ventilator in Java

After the source code of Kentgens program was made available, the model of the
respiratory system connected to a constant pressure ventilator was implemented
in the Java program of Kentgens. The program RealJ was used for compiling
and running the program. The program algorithm is the same as the one in
the Matlab program, and can be found in appendix C.
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5.2 Expected difference between Matlab and Java
model

Since the model of the respiratory system connected to a constant pressure
ventilator in Matlab is the same as in the first Java model of the respiratory
system connected to a constant pressure ventilator, there should not be any
structural differences. The same set of (state) equations was used, as well as
the same order of calculation. However, small differences can be expected, since
Matlab may work with a different number accuracy than Java does. Since the
model in Java starts at time = 3· Ts, and Matlab at Ts, some large differences
but small in duration are expected between the values in the neighborhood of
changes in SVENTL (the valve setting, see figure 4.1). Due to these differences,
a small difference in simulation results in between the changes of SVENTL is
also expected.

5.3 Expected difference between Aben's model and
the mathematical implementation of Aben's model

There are some differences to be expected between the simulation results of
Aben's P-spice model and the mathematical model (either the model imple
mented in Matlab or Java). This is because she used other values for the
parameters of her model than we do in our Matlab and Java model. Thus
comparing the exact values of the simulation results of Aben's model with our
simulation results would make no sense. The shape of the curves should look
similar though, since she did use the same model.

Further, one should keep in mind the translation that Aben used to convert
mechanical parameters into electrical parameters, which are not all one on one.
This means that her results should be translated back to the same domain our
model is in (the mechanical domain).

5.4 Changes to the model of Kentgens

As mentioned before, the program of Kentgens implemented a simulator for the
human circulatory system with the coronary circulation. This last part is based
on a model for the coronary circulation. Since this model influences the total
circulatory system by adjusting the maximum elastance of a heart chamber as a
function of several variables (see report Kentgens for exact details [15]), the code
that implements this dependency had to be removed from the code that will be
compiled and run by a Java-engine(in our case RealJ). This removal was fairly
simple, since Kentgens added the code to the circulatory system as one function.
The code was adjusted in such a way, that this function was not used anymore.
The code that made the coronary circulation data available in the Graphical
User lnterface(GUl) was not removed, since this was extensively integrated into
the program, and did not influence the results of the simulation of the remaining
circulatory system. This made some options in the GUl, though still available,
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not functioning. Since the removed results of the coronary circulation leads
other simulation results, another run of the program has to be done, without
the relation of the respiratory and circulatory system implement yet. If this is
not done, there is no valid base to compare the results of the combined models
with.

5.5 Further additions to the program of Kentgens

Except for the function that calculated the variables in the respiratory sys
tem connected to a constant pressure ventilator, some more code had to be
added to the program in order to make it work in the way the original pro
gram worked (with the buttons, sub menus and saving option). First, all the
used variables and parameters had to be defined, and their names had to be
linked to an index of an array in which their values are temporarily stored
(GLOBALDataManager!ij, with i the index of the array). For each variable a
vector (vector within the structure of CardioDate) is created, with in it data
about this vector, as well as again a vector with all the previous calculated
values of the variable (code in CoronaryG UI.java provides for storing the value
after a time step). These vectors of the new variables are gathered in a vector
Lungs, which is used in creating the submenu's of the CUI.

Some code had to be added to provide for the import of the file with the
variables and parameters of the respiratory system. This was not done in the
fashion of the original program, since this provided the option to choose one
of the 3 files (.prm, .var and .cor), and automatically removed the file from its
option list when imported. Choosing this way results in 6 options for lists from
which can be chosen. With 4 files, there would be 24 options, and thus a lot
more code that had to be added. Instead, after choosing the .prm, .var and
.cor file, the .lun file is asked by the program. This needed much less code than
doing it the way it was done in the original program.

To be able to store the data with the "save Data" button on the CUI,
some code had to be added to the file DataFile.java. The code is available
at Technical University Eindhoven, Electrical Engineering Department, Signal
Processing Systems group.

5.6 Implementation relation respiratory and circu
latory model

The program that implements the model of Kentgens uses a constant for the
intrathoracic pressure (pth, equal to -4mmHg), which is initialized after all the
necessary files are imported into the program. After this initialization, the
value is stored into the array Date, and will not be changed any more until
the program is stopped and new files are imported. We make good use of
this order, since our set of equations representing the model of the respiratory
system connected to a constant pressure ventilator are called every time step.
Therefore, it is easy to change the value of the variable pth after its initialization,
and update it every time step. Since the intrathoracic pressure in the model
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of the respiratory system, pcthL, has a unit of cmH20, and all the units for
pressure in the circulatory system model are in mmHg, pcthL is multiplied by
a factor ~. This gives pcthL in mmHg. From this value, 4mmHg is subtracted
to account for the negative intrapleural pressure of which the cause is describe
in section 4.4. pth is then set equal to this factor, and is used in further
calculations for the circulatory system (see equation 5.17).

3
pth = -4mmH9 + "4 . pcthL (5.17)

The value of pcthL is stored in cmH20, since it is needed in future calcu
lations in the model of the respiratory system.

The model of the cardiovascular model without the coronary circulation
model in combination with the respiratory model connected to a constant pres
sure ventilator (where the model of the cardiovascular model without the coro
nary circulation model that uses the intrathoracic pressure pth determined via
the model of the respiratory system) can from now on be referred to as the
coupled model too.

5.7 Expectation results program coupled models of
the respiration and circulation

The program with the changes mentioned in section 5.4 to 5.6 will be used for
simulations of the respiratory system in combination with the circulatory sys
tem. Since the intrathoracic pressure pth in the new program can vary between
-4mmHg and the ventilator pressure PVENTL, which is a positive pressure,
instead of the negative constant pressure used in the old model (because the
intrathoracic pressure pcthL is always larger than 0), several changes could be
expected in amplitude of the variables of the circulatory system (with respect
to the program of Kentgens changed model, see section 5.4).

A change in intrathoracic pressure causes several changes in the circulatory
system:

• When the intrathoracic pressure pth increases, the intrathoracic veins
will be compressed. This causes the pressure in the intrathoracic veins
pithv to increase. Since the pressure pithv increases, the flow of blood
from the extrathoracic veins compartment into the intrathoracic veins
compartment decreases, and thus the flow of blood into the right atrium
will decrease.

• A decrease of inflow of blood into the right atrium will result in a lower
end diastolic volume of the right atrium and ventricle.

• A decreased end diastolic volume in the right ventricle results in a lower
stroke volume of the right ventricle.

• A lower stroke volume of the right ventricle will result in a lower volume
in and flow into the pulmonary bed, and a lower flow of blood into the
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left atrium and left ventricle (and thus a lower stroke volume of the left
heart)

• Although the volumes of the pulmonary bed compartments decrease with
an increasing intrathoracic pressure pth, the intramural pressures in the
pulmonary bed compartments could also rise, since these pressures are
also determined by the pth itsclf(pth compresses these compartments,
causing an increase in pressure inside the compartments).

• A lower stroke volume of the left ventricle will result in a smaller pres
sure pulse of the aortic compartment, as well as a lower pressure pulse in
the intra and extrathoracic arteries compartment. However the intramu
ral pressures inside the intrathoracic vessels are also determined by the
intrathoracic pressure pth, and thus could rise despite the lower stroke
volume of the left ventricle (pth compresses these compartments, causing
an increase in pressure inside the compartments).

• Since the outflow of the extrathoracic veins compartment decreases, the
volume inside that compartment will rise until the outflow of blood is
equal to the inflow of blood of that compartment. Because the compliance
of the extrathoracic veins is a contant, the pressure increases as well.

• Since the period of the respiratory cycle is chosen fairly long (10 seconds),
we can assume that when the intrathoracic pressure pth is at its maxi
mum, so will the pressures that are influenced by pth (after stabilization).
The initial reason we chose for the respiratory cycle to be 10 seconds was
the fact that Aben used the same value. We did not change it because a
long respiratory cycle makes sure the circulatory system has enough time
to react to the changing intrathoracic pressure.

In conclusion, the expected reaction of the circulatory model to an increase
of the intrathoracic pressure pth is a blood volume shift from the inside the
thorax to the outside of the thorax, and thus in a pressure change in every
compartment. The change in pressure in the compartments depends on the
change of volume, as well as the constant elastance of the compartments where
the blood volume change takes place (and of course on the pressure pth, directly
or indirectly).

Also, it is expected that at the end of an expiration the blood volume in
the thorax will be larger than at the end of an inspiration(due to the larger
difference between the pressure in the extrathoracic veins compartment pethv
and the pressure in the intrathoracic compartment pithv caused by a larger
intrathoracic pressure pth at the end of the inspiration and its resulting volume
shift) .

5.8 Influence duration respiratory cycle on circula
tory system

For our research, we want to know what the influence of a shorter respiratory
cycle would be on the circulatory cycle, especially the arterial blood pressure
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Table 5.2: Parameters 5 second respiratory cycle
Parameter description duration(s)
TINSPWL duration inspiration 1.5

TENDINSPL end inspiration pause 0.5
TEXPWL duration expiration 3

variation. Therefore, we used a respiratory cycle of 5 seconds (12 breaths per
minute) instead of the 10 second respiratory cycle (6 breaths per minute) we
use for all our other simulations. Values for the inspiratory period (TINSPWL),
end inspiratory pause (TENDINSPL) and expiratory period (TEXPWL) can
be found in table 5.2

When the inspiratory period duration is decreased while using a constant
pressure ventilator, the end inspiratory pressure in the lungs will decrease. Be
cause the constant pressure that causes the inspiratory flow is shorter present,
the inspiratory flow is shorter, which means that the volume increase of the
lungs and thorax during the inspiratory period is less with respect to the 10
second respiratory cycle. The expiratory period is also shorter, causing the
expiration volume to be less with respect to the 10 second respiratory cycle.
This causes a smaller pressure variation in the lungs, causing a smaller pres
sure variation in the intrathoracic pressure. The smaller intrathoracic pressure
variation should cause smaller pressure variations in the circulatory system.
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Chapter 6

Influence of the total blood
volume in the relation
between the respiratory and
circulatory system

As stated in chapter 2, a certain relation between the intrathoracic pressure, the
blood pressures in the various compartments and the blood volume exists. We
will describe in section 6.1 how we want to determine the total blood volume
Spy and the total blood volume-PPV relation in the coupled model. In section
6.2 we want to describe how we are going to determine the Spy and PPV of
patient data over time. In section 6.3 we will describe how we want to combine
the results of the work described in section 6.1 and section 6.2.

6.1 Determination of the SPYIPPV-total blood vol
ume relation of the coupled model

Procedure

In order to determine the total blood volume-SPYIPPV relation of the coupled
model, there are two things we can do. We could create a scenario that changes
the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME in small steps at a set interval. This
would result in a large data file, where the variables have to stabilize every time
the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME is increased or decreased. This means that the
interval of changing the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME would have to
be long enough for the variables to stabilize.

Another way of determining the total blood volume-SPYIPPV relation is
to run several simulations, and for each simulation change the value of the
parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME and the volume of the vein with largest
initial volume of blood (volume of the extrathoracic veins compartment vethv).
This latter change has to be done in order to keep the volume of the intrathoracic
veins compartment vithv positive at all times (see section 4.3.7).
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To determine the Spy and PPV of the coupled model, we chose to do
several simulations instead of one long simulation, because Excel could only
read a certain amount of data into its rows (each sheet can only contain no
more than 65536 rows). Having to analyze one long simulation data file by
using a scenario would force us to do a lot of work before we can analyze the
simulation results and we would also have to relate the scenario we used with
the results to determine the SpyIPPV-total blood volume relation.

We chose to vary the value of TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME from 5400ml to
4000ml in steps of 100 ml. The same steps were made in the initial value of
the variable vethv (volume ofthe extrathoracic veins compartment), which was
varied from 1912ml to 512ml, to make sure vithv (volume of the intrathoracic
veins compartment) would not become negative. This will result in simulation
data of 15 simulation runs. Each run will be 42 seconds long to make sure the
simulation results after stabilization of the system are at least one respiratory
cycle long.

For each run, the data file will be imported into Excel (which is no problem,
since each run consists of 21000 data rows containing all the saved values of
variables). From this data the maximum and minimum value of paorta (pressure
in the aorta compartment) after stabilization of the system is determined by
using respectively the MAXO and MINO function in Excel. The value of the
maximum paorta (maximum systolic pressure) will have to be looked up in the
data, and the preceding diastolic pressure will be determined. The value of the
minimum paorta (minimum diastolic pressure) is also looked up, from which
the following systolic pressure will be determined. Further, at the end of the
third expiration, the last systolic pressure during expiration will be determined
which will be used as a reference pressure (Pref) where the airway pressure
should be as stable as possible. This pressure will be used for determining the
i5up and i5down.

The maximum systolic pressure (SPmax ), its preceding diastolic pressure
(DPmax ), the minimum diastolic pressure (DPmin) and its following systolic
pressure (SPmin ) can be used to calculate the SPY and PPV for the present
total blood volume. The following relations are used to calculate the SPY, its
i5up and i5down component and the PPV of each simulation run:

SPV = SPmax - SPmin

PPV = (SPmax - DPmax ) - (SPmin - DPmin)
(SPmax-DPmax)+(SPmin-DPmin)

2

i5up = SPmax - Pref

i5down = Pref - SPmin

6.1.1 Expected results

(6.1)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

An increase of the value of the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME causes
an increase of the average pressure in the compartments. However, not all
the pressures will increase with an equal amount. For example, pethv (pres
sure in the extrathoracic veins compartment) increases much more than pithv
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(pressure in the intrathoracic veins compartment) during an increase in TO
TAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME (caused by the intrathoracic pressure pth present in
the thorax).

The blood flow into the intrathoracic veins mainly depends on the change in
intrathoracic pressure, and hardly on the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME.
As a result, the change in venous return hardly depends on the parameter TO
TALBLOOD_ VOLUME. The venous return equals the cardiac output when
the circulatory system is stable. Therefore, a change in cardiac output caused
by a change in intrathoracic pressure hardly depends on the parameter TO
TALBLOOD_ VOLUME. Thus, the variation in pressure in the aortic com
partment caused by the changing intrathoracic pressure is expected to be inde
pendent of the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME, resulting in the expec
tation that the Spy will be constant in the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME - SPY
relation.

Since the Pref (reference pressure, the last systolic pressure during expira
tion) will be determined at the end of the third expiration of each simulation,
when the system should have stabilized, we expect that the Pre[ will not differ
much from the SPmin , since the respiratory period is very long with compar
ison to the heart rate. Like the SPV, we expect the 8up and 8down curves
to be constant to, which do not depend on the value of the parameter TO
TALBLOOD_ VOLUME.

The value of the PPV of the aortic compartment will change when the value
of the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME changes. The PPV is based on
the pulse pressure at the moment the systolic pressure reaches its maximum mi
nus the pulse pressure at the moment the systolic pressure reaches its minimum,
divided by the average of the two (see equation 6.2). The denominator is ex
pected to be constant in our model, since (SPmax - DPmax ) - (SPmin - DPmin )

can be rewritten as the systolic pressure variation minus the diastolic pressure
variation, which are both expected to be constants, thus the result is also a con-

Th f (SP -DP )+(SP· -DP . ) .stant. e average 0 the two pulse pressures, max max 2 mm mm IS

expected to depend linearly on the value ofthe parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME,
because the amplitude of the pulse pressure does depend on the parameter TO
TALBLOOD_ VOLUME. Dividing these two should thus result in a negative
sloped curve where the value ofthe parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME is on
the x-axis, and the value of the PPV is on the y-axis. We expect the pulse pres-
sure to depend linearly on the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME because
none of the parameters depend on the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME.

6.2 Determination of the SPY and PPV of patient
data

In this section, the SPY and PPV determination of an arterial pressure record
ing is described.
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6.2.1 Source data

Via Blom, a one-hour recording of the arterial and airway pressure of a patient
admitted to the Intensive Care of the Academic Hospital of Kuopio, Finland,
was obtained. This recording was made for a research project subsidized by
the European Community. This data is property of the hospital, and cannot be
copied freely. No further data was provided with regard to the signal recordings.

The arterial pressure signal contained some artifacts, which will have to be
filtered out as much as possible.

6.2.2 Arterial systole and diastole pressure detection

To determine the SPV and the PPV of the arterial pressure signal, the systolic
and diastolic pressure of as many heartbeats as possible have to be detected.

We created a program in Matlab, that retrieves samples one by one from
the recording, and determines whether a detected maximum could be a systolic
pressure and whether a detected minimum could be a diastolic pressure or some
noise on the signal or, for example, the local maximum and minimum of the
dicrotic notch. Then it retrieves the next sample, and the program is repeated.
The program starts with a small period (0.5 seconds) in which the data is not
used to get rid of the initial disturbances(abnormal high values compared to
values in their neighborhood) caused by starting the recording. This is done
to prevent a start of a learning period directly after the initial learning period.
After this short period a learning period (in our case 5 seconds) in which the
maximum and minimum value is determined follows. After this period, the
difference between the two is calculated and used in the detection of systolic
and diastolic pressures.

It uses three ways to detect whether it detects systolic and diastolic pressures
in a correct way:

• It uses thresholds to determine whether the detected maximum or min
imum is close enough to respectively the previous detected maximum or
minimum. The first value it can accept as a maximum has to be higher
than the last detected minimum + 75 % of the calculated difference in the
learning period. The program will not accept any other samples of which
the value has dropped below the last detected minimum + 70 % of the
calculated difference in the learning period. The same goes for the detec
tion of the diastolic minima. The first value it can accept as a minimum
has to be lower than the last detected minimum + 25 % of the calculated
difference in the learning period. The program will not accept any other
samples of which the value is higher than the last detected minimum +
30 % of the calculated difference in the learning period.

• Every loop of the program, a counter for the maximum detection and a
counter for the minimum detection are increased by one. When a systolic
maximum is accepted, the counter for the maximum detection is reset to
O. When a diastolic minimum is accepted, the counter for the minimum
detection is reset to O. When one of the values of these counters rises
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above the learning period + 1 times the sample frequency, the program
'resets' itself by starting another learning period.

• After a systolic maximum is detected, the program checks whether the
value of the sample is not too large. If it is below 200 mmHg, it is accepted
as a correctly detected systolic pressure, and stored in an array that also
contains its index. After a diastolic minimum is detected, the program
checks whether the value of the sample is not too low. If it is above 25
mmHg, it is accepted as a correctly detected diastolic pressure, and stored
in an array that also contains its index.

After the program detects a maximum which it sees as a correct systolic
pressure, the array with the last detected systolic pressure and its index and the
array with the last detected diastolic pressure are saved in an array maxminfi}
containing these 3 values and as a fourth element in the row, the difference
between the detected systolic and diastolic pressure. The program algorithm
can be found in appendix E. This method of detecting systolic and diastolic
pressures was based on work by Blom [8].

6.2.3 Maximum/minimum detection in detected arterial sys
tole pressures

- Without the use of the airway pressure
To calculate the Spy and PPV, a second maximum/minimum detection will
have to be done on the detected systolic pressures. For this, we want to use
a much simpler detection method, because the systolic pressure curve is not
expected to be very noisy. The program starts by taking two samples from the
array maxminfi}(sample i and sample i+1, where i is the index of the array).
We start with detecting a maximum, and once it is detected (sample i is larger
than sample i+1), the program will start and search for a minimum. Once
this is detected, the row of the maximum systolic pressure and the row of the
minimum detected systolic pressure are added as a row to a second array (sc
ndmaxminfi)). The program algorithm can be found in appendix E. By using
the data stored in scndmaxminfi} the Spy and PPV of the patient data will be
calculated. The resulting values for the Spy are stored in an array SPY, along
with the sample number of the occurrences of the maximal detected systolic
pressures. For these calculations, equations 6.1 and 6.2 are used. The algo
rithm of this piece of the program can be found in appendix E.

- With the use of the airway pressure
Because the previously described method would also detect local maxima and
minima(which we might not want), an alternative way of determining the max
ima and minima will be used. Since the airway pressure of the same patient is
available, we want to use this information in detecting the global maxima and
minima during a respiratory cycle. During a respiratory cycle, the index if the
airway pressure signal is continuously compared with the index of the occur
rence of a detected systolic pressure. If they match, the value of that stored
systolic pressure is compared to the last detected value in that respiratory cycle.
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If it is larger than the last saved maximal value, it replaces that value. When
it is smaller than the last detected smallest value, it replaces that value. At
the end of the respiratory cycle, the maximum and minimum detected systolic
pressures and the data that is stored along with them in array maxmin[ij as
well as the calculated Spy and PPV values(calculated with equations 6.1 and
6.2) are stored in an array. This lO-element data array is added as a row to
array scndmaxmin[ij(since the goal of the method is the same as the goal of the
previous method, the data structures used to store similar data are called the
same). The algorithm of this piece of the program can be found in appendix E.

6.2.4 Expected results

The program that is used to detect the systolic and diastolic pressures relies
on a learning period in which the data is assumed not to have artifacts. If it
does (like contain high values with respect to correct data), this will result in
the start of another learning period. Further, we do not expect to detect all
the artifacts, due to the complexity of the artifact detection problem. We also
expect that not all the systolic and diastolic pressures will be stored, since this
does not happen when the program is in a learning period.

The second maximum/minimum detector that is used in detecting maxi
ma/minima in the systolic pressures without the airway pressure signal is much
less accurate than the one used for the detection of the systolic and diastolic
pressures. Therefore, some errors can occur when small variations in the systolic
pressure curve that were detected as a maximum/minimum can cause spikes in
the Spy and PPV curves. However, since the changes in Spy and the PPV are
assumed to be slow in time with respect to the heart rate of a patient, spiked
Spy and PPV curves can be averaged over a certain window. This should
result in a much smoother curve.

Some noise on the Spy and PPV curve is assumed to be present, caused by
the artifacts in the measured signal that are recognized by the systolic/diastolic
pressure detector as valid values, but are in fact not.

The second maximum/minimum detector that will be used in detecting max
ima/minima in the systolic pressures with the airway pressure signal should
approximately have the same result as the one that does not use the airway
pressure signal. However, it will not have the problem of detecting local un
wanted maxima/minima in the systolic pressure signal, since it detects only the
global maximum and the minimum during each respiratory cycle. Therefore,
the resulting Spy and the PPV signal could be somewhat less spiked than the
Spy and PPV curves of the maximum/minimum detector that is used in de
tecting maxima/minima in the systolic pressures without the airway pressure
signal. Advantage of this method is the possibility of determining the r5up and
r5down components of the determined Spy curve, which should give some more
accurate information on the total blood volume state of the patient than the
Spy itself does.
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6.3 Blood volume determination combining the SPYIPPY
results of the patient data and the results of the
SPYIPPY-volume relation of the coupled model

In this section, we want to explain how the TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME-SPY
and the TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME-PPV plots are used to give an indication
of the total blood volume of the patient from which the arterial pressure was
recorded and used to determine the Spy and PPV curve with respect to time.
We want to mention here that by no way the model is matched to the patient,
left alone the fact that that the coupled model is by far complete. Therefore,
the information derived in this way, is most likely not valid. It does however
give an idea how the model could be used in determining the total blood volume
of a patient.

6.3.1 Procedure

We will use Excel to determine a trend line that will try and compute an equa
tion that nears the SPV-TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME and
PPV-TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME plots as close as possible. These two equa
tions will be used to calculate the total blood volume of the patient by using
the calculated Spy and PPV of the patient data.

6.3.2 Expected results

Since we expect a horizontal curve for the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-SPY
curve of our coupled model, the SPV-TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME curve of our
coupled model should have a slope of infinity. Therefore we expect to get no
sensible data by relating the SPV-TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME curve with the
calculated Spy curve from the patient data. The same goes for the determined
8up-total blood volume curve and the 8down-total blood volume curve.

Since the TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME-PPV curve of our coupled model is
expected to have a negative sloped curve in it, so will the
PPV-TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME curve. The chance to get some reasonable
value of the total blood volume of the patient is therefore larger.

6.3 Blood volume determination combining the SpyIPPV results of the patient data 57
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Chapter 7

Results

In this chapter the results of the simulation of the models described in chapter
5 will be presented. The results of the first simulation of the respiratory system
model connected to a constant pressure ventilator model will be described in
section 7.1. In section 7.2 the results of Kentgens model of the cardiovascular
model without the coronary model are given. Section 7.3 presents the results of
the simulation of the coupled model. Section 7.4 shows the results regarding a
faster respiratory cycle. Section 7.5.1 presents the SPY-total blood volume and
PPV-total blood volume relations derived from a number of simulations of the
coupled model with varying blood volumes. Section 7.5.2 shows the SPY, bup,
bdown, and PPV curves of a signal from a patient recording, which is coupled
in section 7.5.3 with the results of section 7.5.1 to determine the total blood
volume the patient would have according to our coupled model.

Each section will also contain comments on the results presented in that
section. Expectations stated in chapter 5 will also be discussed with respect to
the results per section.

7.1 Model respiratory system connected to a con
stant pressure ventilator

Here the results of the mathematical model derived from the model of Aben [5]
are presented. First the results of the Matlab model will be shown (subsection
7.1.1), then the results of the Java model (subsection 7.1.2). After that a
comparison between the two mathematical models (subsection 7.1.3) and a
comparison between the Java model and Aben's model (subsection 7.1.4) will
be given. A comparison between the model in Java and Matlab is made to
show any eventual differences. This because we first implemented the model in
Matlab, and when the program of Kentgens became available, we implemented
the model in Java.

7.1.1 Matlab model

Here the results of the Matlab model of the respiratory system connected to a
constant pressure ventilator are given. Figure 7.1 shows the simulation results
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Figure 7.1: Matlab simulation results of the pressures in the model of the
respiratory system connected to a constant pressure ventilator, where pmouthL
is the pressure in the mouth, PVENTL the ventilation pressure, PEEPL the
PEEP, and sventL the setting of the valve (see figure 4.1)

of the pressures in this model, figure 7.2 shows the simulation results of the flow
of respiratory gasses in the ventilator(frventinspL and frventexpL) and figure
7.3 shows the simulation results of the flow of respiratory gasses through the
mouth(fmouthL) where the flow into the mouth has a positive sign.

7.1.2 Java model

Here the results of the Java model of the respiratory system connected to a
constant pressure ventilator are given. Figure 7.4 shows the simulation results
of the pressures in the model, figure 7.5 shows the simulation results of the flow
of respiratory gasses in the ventilator(frventinspL and frventexpL) and figure
7.6 shows the simulation results of the flow of respiratory gasses through the
mouth(fmouthL) where the flow into the mouth has a positive sign.
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Figure 7.3: Matlab simulation results of the How through the mout b III the
model of the respiratory system (fmouthL)
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Figure 7.4: Java simulation results of the pressures in the model of the respi
ratory system connected to a constant pressure ventilator, , where pmouthL
is the pressure in the mouth, PVENTL the ventilation pressure, PEEPL the
PEEP, and sventL the setting of the valve (see figure 4.1)
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Figure 7.6: Java simulation results of the flow through the mouth in the model
of the respiratory system (fmouthL)
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Flows In the ventilator
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Figure 7.5: Java simulation results of the flows in the model of the ventilator,
where frventinspL is the flow of respiratory gasses in the ventilator during in
spiration and frventexpl the flow of respiratory gasses during in the ventilator
expiration

7.1.3 Comparison between Matlab and Java model

Here the difference was determined between the results of the Java and Matlab
model of the respiratory system connected to a constant pressure ventilator.
Figure 7.7 shows the simulation results of the difference in pressure in the
mouth (pmouthL) and the difference in pressure in the thorax (pcthL) between
the Matlab and Java model. The graphs in this figure represents the simulation
results of the pressure in the mouth (pmouthL) and the thorax (pcthL) in
the Matlab model minus respectively the simulation results of the pressure in
the mouth (pmouthL) and the thorax (pcthL) in the Java Model. Figure 7.8
shows an enlargement of figure 7.7. As can be seen, the shift in the saving
simulation results between the two models can be seen in figure 7.7 as sharp
spikes near the transitions of the ventilator setting sventL. Here an earlier start
of the Matlab model results in a sharp negative spike, when the pmouthL of
the Matlab simulation results shift down earlier than the pmouthL of the Java
simulation results(e.g. at time = 3s). This earlier start of the ventilator in the
Matlab model causes an earlier start of the simulated expiration, and causing
the difference in between the sharp spikes. The difference between the results
of the implementation in Matlab and Java are small, therefore, we will use the
implementation of the respiratory system in Java for our coupled model.
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Figure 7.7: Difference simulation results Matlab and Java model of the respira
tory system connected to a constant pressure ventilator, where pmouth is the
pressure in the mouth, pcthl the pressure in the lungs and sventL the setting
of the ventilator(see figure 4.1)
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7.1.4 Comparison between mathematical implemented models
and A ben's model

As could be expected the values of the model of Aben do differ from our results.
The shapes of the curves of the mare the same as expected. The reason for this
difference is the fact that she used other values for her parameters than we did.

7.2 Changed model Kentgens

The following figures show the results from a simulation of Kentgens changed
model (with the coronary model removed). These results will serve as the basis
for comparison for all the other simulations where relevant. When the simu
lation results of the changed model of Kentgens (see section 5.4) and 5.5) are
compared with the results of the unchanged model of Kentgens (see section eJ.3.
there is hardly any difference in results. The reason for this is that the coro
nary model with the used patient data did not change the maximal rlastalH'('
of the heart chambers because enough oxygen is available to the h('art tissu('.
Therefore, the only change was that the blood flow used for the coronary circu
lation, which was subtracted from the aortic blood flow in Kentgens unchanged
model, is no longer subtracted. Because this flow was no longer subtracted
from the aortic blood flow, the results show small differences in the pressures,
flows, and volumes in the changed model with respect to the unchanged lllodd
of Kentgens.

Figures 7.9 shows the simulation results of the pressures in the heart (ply.
pia, prv, pra). Figure 7.10 shows the simulation results of the pressures ill the
systemic vascular bed (paorta, pitha, petha, pethy, pithv). Figure 7.11 shows
the simulation results of the pressures in the pulmonary vascular bed (ppa. ppv).
Figure 7.12 shows the simulation results of the blood volume present ill the
left ventricle(vlv), the aorta(vaorta), the intrathoracic arteries (vitha) and the
extrathoracic arteries(vetha). Figure 7.13 shows the simulation results of the
blood volume present in the extrathoracic veins (yethv) and the intrathoracic
veins (vithv).

The system stabilized after 15 seconds. The time before stabilization de
pends on the difference between the initial values stated in the initialization
files and the values of the variables after the simulation results are stabilized.
When the differences are large, the time to stabilize will also be longer, when
the differences are low, the time needed for stabilization will be shorter.
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Figure 7.9: Pressures in the heart, where plv is the pressure in the left ventricle,
pIa the pressure in the left atrium, prv the pressure in the right ventricle and pra
the pressure in the right atrium (simulation of the model of Kentgens without
the coronary model)
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Figure 7.10: Pressures in the systemic vascular bed, where paorta is the pres
sure in the aorta, pitha the pressure in the intrathoracic arteries, petha the
pressure in the extrathoracic arteries, pethv the pressure in the extrathoracic
veins and pithv the pressure in the intrathoracic veins (simulation of the model
of Kentgens without the coronary model)
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Pressures in the pulmonary vascular bed
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Figure 7.11: Pressures in the pulmonary vascular bed, where ppa is the pres
sure in the pulmonary arteries and ppv the pressure in the pulmonary veins
(simulation of the model of Kentgens without the coronary model)
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Figure 7.12: Volume in the left ventricle and systemic arteries, where vlv is til('
volume in the left ventricle, vaorta the volume in the aorta, vitha the volume
in the intrathoracic arteries and vetha the volume in the extrathoracic arteries
(simulation of the model of Kentgens without the coronary model)
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Volumes In the systemic veins
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Figure 7.13: Volume systemic veins, where vethv is the volume in the extratho
racic veins and vithv the volume in the intrathoracic veins (simulation of the
model of Kentgens without the coronary model)
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7.3 Coupled model respiratory and circulatory sys
tem

In this section, the simulation results of the coupled model are shown, where
the intrathoracic pressure pth is determined in the Java model of the respira
tory system connected to a constant pressure ventilator. The settings of the
ventilator are as stated in table 5.1.

Figure 7.14 shows the simulation results of pth, the intrathoracic pressure.
Figure 7.15 shows the simulation results of the intramural pressures in the heart
(plv, pIa, prv, pra). Figure 7.16 shows the simulation results of the intramural
pressures in the systemic vascular bed (paorta, pitha, petha, pethv, pithv).
Figure 7.17 shows the simulation results of the intramural pressures in the
pulmonary vascular bed (ppa, ppv). Figure 7.18 shows the simulation results
of the blood volume present in the left ventricle (vlv), the aorta (vaorta), the
intrathoracic arteries (vitha) and the extrathoracic arteries (vetha). Figure 7.19
shows the simulation results of the blood volume present in the extrathoracic
veins (vethv) and the intrathoracic veins (vithv).

As can be seen in figures 7.15, 7.16 and 7.17, the average of the intramural
pressures plv (pressure in the left ventricle), pIa (pressure in the left atrium), prv
(pressure in the right ventricle), pra (pressure in the right atrium), paorta (pres
sure in the aorta), pitha (pressure in the intrathoracic arteries compartment),
petha (pressure in the extrathoracic arteries compartment), ppa (pressure in
the pulmonary arteries compartment) compared to the changed model of Kent
gens drop due to the increased intrathoracic pressure pth. The average of the
intramural pressures pethv (pressure in the extrathoracic veins compartment),
pithv (pressure in the intrathoracic veins compartment), and ppv (pressure in
the pulmonary veins compartment) rise compared to the changed model of
Kentgens. The average of the volume vithv (volume in the intrathoracic veins
compartment) is lower in the coupled model with respect to the changed model
of Kentgens. This means that the rise in average intramural pressure is caused
by the increased intrathoracic pressure. The the average of the volume vethv
(volume in the extrathoracic veins compartment) rises significantly in value
with respect to the changed model of Kentgtens. Its increase of intramural
pressure is thus caused by the average increase of volume which is logical since
its intramural pressure is not directly influenced by the intrathoracic pressure.
The behavior the coupled model shown here is as expected.
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Figure 7.14: Intrathoracic pressure pth (simulation of the coupled model)
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7.4 Influence duration respiratory cycle on circula
tory system

As stated in section 5.8, the respiratory cycle duratioll is IIlad(' twi('(' "a slwr!
for this simulation. The resulting intrathoracic pn'SSlll'e ntll Iw S('('ll ill hglll'('
7.20. The resulting blood pressure in thi' left ventricle awl till' aort a (all 1)('
seen in figure 7.21. The resulting volume of the left vVlltricle alld amLI ('all
be seen in figure 7.22. As expected, shortening the n'spiratmv (',I'cl(· ,'all-';('"
the intrathoracic pressure variation to decn'ase with reslwct !lJ the illtratllo
racie pressure variations in the 10 second respiratory CVl'!i', This d('('[('as(' (Ji

intrathoracic pressure variation also causes a decrease ill pressure variat iOll III

the left ventricle and aorta, as expected.
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Figure 7.20: intrathoracic pressure (pth) during a respiratory cycle of :) sc('ollds
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7.5 Influence of blood volume in the relation be
tween the respiratory and circulatory system

In this section, we present the results with regard to the Spy and PPV tech
niques. Section 7.5.1 presents the determined TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-SPY
and TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-PPV relation of the coupled model. Sec
tion 7.5.2 presents the various (intermediate) results of the SPY and PPV
determination of a patient data recording. Section 7.5.3 shows the results
of the coupling of the calculated SPY and PPV curves of the patient data
recording with the determined SPV-TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME and PPV
TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME relation of the coupled model.

7.5.1 Determination of the SPYIPPV total blood volume rela
tion of the coupled model

As stated in section 6.1, we ran a number of simulations of the coupled model
with a varying TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME from 5400 ml to 4000 ml in steps
of 100 ml. After stabilization of the system, the maximum systolic pressure,
its following diastolic pressure, the minimal systolic pressure, and its following
diastolic pressure were determined for each run. With these four pressures,
the SPY and the PPV were calculated for each simulation. The resulting TO
TALBLOOD_ VOLUME-SPY relation can be seen in figure 7.23. Figure 7.24
shows the results from the determination of the r5up and r5down curve. The
resulting TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-PPV relation can be seen in figure 7.25.
The data used for these plots can be found in appendix D.

Total blood yolume.spV relation coupled model
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Figure 7.23: volume-SPY relation of the coupled model (determined from the
intramural pressure of the aorta)
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Total blood volume· Delta up and Delta down relation
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Figure 7.24: volume-oup and volume-odown relation of the coupled model (de
termined from the intramural pressure of the aorta)
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Figure 7.25: volume-PPV relation of the coupled model (determined from the
intramural pressure of the aorta)

In the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-SPY relation in figure 7.23 a constant
relation can be recognized between the parameter TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME
and the SPY. One point (volume = 4000ml) causes the line not to be hori-
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zontal, but its displacement from the linear approximation is very small. Its
displacement is caused by the fact that for a brief moment the pressure in
the intrathoracic veins becomes larger than the pressure in the extrathoracic
veins, causing a flow of blood back into the extrathoracic veins compartment.
As expected, the SPY does not depend on the value of the parameter TO
TALBLOOD_ VOLUME. When comparing the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME
SPY curve with results presented by Perel [23], we can see that our curve
differs from total blood volume-SPY curves determined from measurement re
sults of life subjects. Also, the c5up and c5down do not depend on the parameter
TO TALBLOOD_ VOLUME in the coupled model. Again this differs from the
results presented by Perel.

In the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-PPV relation in figure 7.25 a negative
sloped curve can be seen, which was as expected. Notice the small values of
the PPV on the y-axis. In the literature, we found that the PPV decreases
after a certain amount of fluids is added to the total blood volume of a patient
[17]. Thus the total blood volume-PPV curve of patients is negative. This is
also the case in our model. We have not been able to find total blood volume
PPV curves in the literature, thus we cannot compare the shape of the curve
to determined curves in patients.

7.5.2 Determination of the Spy and PPV of patient data

Here we will show the data of the recorded airway pressure and the arterial
pressure of a patient. In this section, we will also present the results of the
systolic/diastolic pressure detection of the patient recording. Also the results
of the second maximum/minimum detection will be presented, along with the
resulting time-SPY and time-PPV curve for each of the implementation of this
detection(with and without the use of the airway pressure). For the detection
with the use of the airway pressure, the determined time-c5up and time-c5down
will also be presented.

Arterial systole and diastole pressure detection

The program to detect the systolic and diastolic pressures in the supplied pa
tient data signal showed during its learning period a detected maximum with
a red upward pointing triangle, and a detected minimum with a red downward
pointing triangle. Maxima detected as a systolic pressure were shown as a green
upward pointing triangle. Minima detected as a diastolic pressure were shown
as a green downward pointing triangle. Figure 7.26 shows the total recorded
data signal (one-hour long, sample frequency 50Hz), with in it the detected
values show as described above. Figure 7.27 shows a part of figure 7.26 where
is zoomed in into a start of a learning period due to an detected artifact.
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Arterial systolic and diastolic pressure detection
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Figure 7.26: Patient arterial pressure recording with detected systolic and di
astolic pressures(green triangles are accepted systolic/diastoli pressures, red
triangles are detected maxmima/minima during a learning period)
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Figure 7.27: Enlargement of figure 7.27 near an artifact

As expected, the detection of the systolic and diastolic pressures are not
everywhere correct. In both figures green triangles can be seen where there is
no valid systolic or diastolic pressure present. However, most of the systolic
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and diastolic pressures are detected.

Maximum/minimum detection in detected arterial systole pressures

We used 2 ways to detect the maxima and minima in the systolic pressure
curve determined in the detection of the systolic and diastolic pressures. The
first method relied on only the systolic pressure curve. This can only be done
when the systolic pressure curve changes with a changing intrathoracic pres
sure which should have the same period as the airway pressure. The second
method relied on both this curve and the airway pressure data recorded during
the same arterial pressure recording of the patient. Figure 7.28 shows the de
tected airway pressure along with the detected systolic pressures. Here a strong
correlation between the two can be seen: when the airway pressure rises, the
arterial pressure rises too (be it with some delay).

Systolic pressure curve of a patient recording
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Figure 7.28: Airway pressure and systolic pressure curve over a brief period of
time

-Without the use of the airway pressure
Figure 7.29 shows the SPY with respect to time, calculated from the data that
resulted from the second maxima/minima detection without the use of the air
way pressure signal. Figure 7.30 shows the PPV with respect to time, calculated
from the data that resulted from the same second maxima/minima detection.
The red line in each figure represents respectively the running average of the
SPY and the PPV data with a averaging window width of 25 data elements.
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Systolic pressure variation (trom patient recording)
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Figure 7.29: SPY with respect to time of the arterial pressure of the patient
recording (using only the arterial pressure wave form)
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Figure 7.30: PPV with respect to time of the arterial pressure of the patient
recording (using only the arterial pressure wave form)
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- With the use of the airway pressure
Figure 7.31 shows the SPY with respect to time. calculated from the data that
resulted from the second maxima/minima detection with the usp of t he airway
pressure signal. Figure 7.32 shows the determined time-bup curve and D!!,Uf('

7.33 the time-6down curve. Figure 7.34 shows the PPY with respect to tillH'.
calculated from the data that resulted from the same second maxima/millima
detection. The red line in each figure represents respectively the running aver
age of the SPY and the PPY data with a averaging window width of 25 data
elements.
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Figure 7.31: SPY with respect to time of the arterial pressure of the pati('\\t
recording (using both the arterial and airway pressure wave form)
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Della up (from a patient recording)
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Figurp 7.33: f,down with respect to time of the arterial pressure of the patient
recording (using both the arterial and airway pressure wave form)
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Pulse pressure variation (from patient recording)
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Figure 7.34: PPV with respect to time of the arterial pressure of the patient
recording (using both the arterial and airway pressure wave form)

As expected the SPY, oup, odown and PPV plots have a very spiked curve.
The difference between the results of the Spy and PPV curves of the two meth
ods (detecting the maxima/minima of the systolic pressure waveform without
or with the use of the airway pressure waveform) is very small. Using a running
average filter with a window size of 25 elements results in a much smoother
line, as expected.

There might be several reasons why the curves of the SPY, oup, odown
and PPV are very irregular. For one, the patient may have moved during the
recording, the sensors may have moved, the self-regulation of the human body
changed, administration of drugs, etc.

7.5.3 Blood volume determination combining the SPVjPPV
results of the patient data and the results of the TO
TAL_BLOOD_VOLUME-SPVjPPV relation of the cou
pled model

In order to calculate the volume the patient would have according to our model,
a trend line was used to approach the SPV-TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME and
PPV- TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME relation. Since the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME
SPY relation in our model was a constant value, the calculated SPY curve from
the patient data will not be linked with the SPV- TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME
curve, since this would have a slope of infinity, and thus would not result in any
data. Figure 7.35 shows the PPV-volume relation, along with its trend line.
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PPV-total blood volume relation coupled model
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Total bloat volume detemined from patient data via
PPV-lotal blood volume relation ofour matlematiCEJ model
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Figure 7.36: Total blood volume patient calculated via the PPV-volume relation
of the coupled model

that the model is far from complete, and is not matched to the patient, thus
the results do not reflect the patients true total blood volume. Furthermore,
rapid changes of the total blood volume can be seen in the determined time
total blood volume curve, which should not occur according to experts. These
changes are caused by the changes in the averaged time-PPV curve, and the
slope of the PPV- TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOL UME curve of our coupled model. The
average PPV of the patient signal is relatively low compared to the PPV values
of our coupled model. This means that in the determination of the total blood
volume of the patient with the PPV-TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME, the change
in TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME will be large when the PPV changes (due to
the steep slope of the PPV-TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME curve of our coupled
model for low values of PPV).
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Chapter 8

Discussion

In this chapter, we want to discuss some results and their validity. Then some
possible improvements to the model of the respiratory and circulatory system
are discussed, as well as some suggestions for methods to test an improved
model. Further, some recommendations for improvements to the Java simula
tion program are made.

When looking at the determined total blood volume that we determined by
using our PPV-TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME relation and the time-PPV curve.
we determined from the recorded patient signal, some rapid changes in the total
blood volume should be noticed. The amplitude of those changes are as large
as lOOOml. Since the time in which the changes take place are very short with
respect to the change in volume, one could ask the question whether the PPV
is suitable for determining the total blood volume of a patient. One should
keep in mind though, that the determined total blood volume depends not
only on the accuracy of the arterial blood pressure waveform and how good
the detection of the systolic and diastolic pressure detection is, but also on the
PPV-TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME curve determined in our coupled model.

In our work, we used the model of the uncontrolled cardiovascular system,
also used by Kentgens[15]. This means that controls like the baroreflex are
not present in the model we used. The model we used was incomplete, which
resulted in some unrealistic values of variables. A good example of such an
unrealistic result is the systolic and diastolic pressures when the parameter TO
TALBLOOD_ VOLUME was set to a low value (e.g. 4000ml). The magnitude
of these pressures was unrealistically small, because there was no controlling
part present in the model. Therefore, the model of the cardiovascular system
should be extended with a controlling part. One control that is important in
the model of the circulatory system is the baroreflex[13]. This because it is also
influenced by the pressure inside the thorax caused by the respiration.

With respect to the model we made of the relation between the respiratory
system and the circulatory system, we only implemented the relation between
the intrathoracic pressure caused by respiration and the intrathoracic pressures
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in the circulatory system. In future work, this model could be extended with a
number of elements.

One of those elements would be a submodel of the influence of the intratho
racic pressure on the flow into the right atrium. This inflow is not only deter
mined by the difference in pressure between the extra and intrathoracic veins
of the systemic vascular bed (which varies as a function of the intrathoracic
pressure in our model), but also by the resistance to blood flow between the
two compartments (in our model that would be resistance of the extrathoracic
veins compartment RETRV). The diameter of the vessel decreases when the
intrathoracic pressure increases, and causes RETRV to increase. This is not
yet modelled in our current model, and would be a good start in future work
extending our model. This model is described by Permutt[24], and is called 'the
vascular waterfall model', It is also called a Starling Resistance. Some more
information can be found in work of Jellinek and Thiriet[14, 30]. Keep in mind
that not only the resistance RETRV changes, but also the resistance of all the
other vessels in the thorax. The change in resistance depends on the decrease in
vessel diameter, which depends on the elasticity of the vessel and its transmural
pressure. Another extension to the model of the pulmonary circulation is the
implementation of the dependency of the pulmonary vascular resistance as a
function of the intrathoracic pressure. Although the influence of the change
in pulmonary vascular resistance as a function of the intrathoracic pressure is
believed to be small, it is present [18].

We used a model of a constant pressure ventilator connected to a model of
the respiratory system, where we assumed the respiratory muscles of the patient
would be fully relaxed. The first improvement would be the implementation
of the pressure drop from inside the lungs to the intrapleural space, modelled
as zero in our model of the lungs (see section 5.7). This model could be ex
tended by implementing various ways of ventilation, and the values of some of
the parameters (like the duration of inspiration, inspiratory pause and expira
tion) could be changed in values that are more frequently used. Further, one
could use a airway pressure and flow recorded from a patient in simulating the
intrathoracic pressure. In doing so, one could also use the model for patients
that are not connected to a ventilator, but breathe spontaneously. Keep in
mind though, that during spontaneous respiration the diaphragm causes the
resistance of the extrathoracic veins compartment RETRV to change too, due
to its contraction (which can be modelled as a Starling Resistance). Another
improvement is to use smaller values for the duration of inspiration and expira
tion. In our model, they were chosen fairly large to get a better understanding
of the way the model works.

Various tests can be simulated to determine the validity of the model. For
example, an sudden infusion of a bolus of fluid could be simulated. Responses
from the model can be compared with recordings of responses of patients [17, 27].
Another method is to simulate the Valsalva Maneuver. During the Valsalva Ma
neuver, the pressure inside the lungs is kept constant and high. The response
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of the heart rate and the blood pressures can again be compared with responses
of patients. The Valsalva maneuver is used with patients who have suspected
heart abnormalities, where the maneuver results in specific changes in blood
pressure and the rate and volume of blood returning to the heart. The model
should simulate these changes too, when the parameters of the model are set
to their correct values, and a correct model is used for the circulatory system.
This can also indicate whether the model of the circulation is sufficient or not
to represent patients with diseases that can cause the distinctive responses.

This brings us directly to the problem of matching the model to an individ
ual patient. Since we used one standard file describing normal patient values,
and is thus not intentionally matched to any patient, the model would not be
represent the exact pressures, flows and volumes during a simulation of a spe
cific patient. Therefore, if the model is ever to be used to determine the total
blood volume of a patient, effort has to be made to come up with a way to
match a model with a patient in such a way that the simulation results are
close enough to the pressures flows and volumes of the patient.

In conclusion, in order to get a better model of the relation between the res
piratory and circulatory system, a good and extensive model of the circulatory
system is needed. In it the influence of the intrathoracic pressure is very im
portant. Everything it influences should be modelled if possible, starting with
the elements that are influenced the most by this pressure. To validate these
models, the medical and technical fields will have to work closely together.

Further additions to the Java simulation program can be made too. The
SPY and PPV can be determined during simulation by incorporating the max
min detector and the second max-min detector into the simulation program.
By doing so, and storing the SPY and PPV values in a separate data file,
the use of a scenario to determine the total blood volume-SPY and the total
blood volume-PPV relation over time is much easier. This would also make
the validation process of the model much easier. The current Java simulation
program already contains the possibility to change certain parameters instantly.
By plotting the calculated SPY and PPV value against time, and indicate the
time at which certain changes were made in the total blood volume, a clear
picture of the response of the SPY and the PPV to the change can be seen.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion

9.1 Conclusions with respect to the coupled model

With our model we can show that the respiratory system influences the circu
latory system via the intrathoracic pressure. The blood pressure variations due
to the intrathoracic pressure can clearly be seen in the simulation results.

In our model, there is a constant relation between the SPY and the total
blood volume. The same goes for the <Sup and <Sdown because their value also
remains constant regardless of the value of the total blood volume. However,
since we know the Spy should increase with decreasing total blood volume, and
the <Sup and <Sdown should also increase with decreasing total blood volume, we
can draw the conclusion that our model is not complete.

In our model the PPV is a good indicator of response to fluid expansion,
since the PPV changes more when a volume of fluid is increased when the total
blood volume is low than when the total blood volume is high.

With respect to the relation between the PPV and the total blood volume,
no literature could be found regarding the total blood volume-PPV relation with
respect to techniques that indicate the total blood volume (like chemodilution).
We used work in which the change in PPV is determined after a infusion of
a certain amount of fluids to increase the total blood volume, to determine
sign of the slope of the total blood volume-PPV curve. From this work, we
can conclude only that the gradient of the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-PPV
slope has the correct sign (which is negative for increasing values of total blood
volume). Further clinical research should be done in order to determine total
blood volume-PPV relations, before further conclusions can be drawn regarding
the TOTALBLOOD_ VOLUME-PPV curve determined in our model. Since
we know the model is not complete, we cannot make any statements about the
shape of the total blood volume-PPV curve from our model.
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9.2 Conclusions with respect to the SpyIPPV de
termination of a patient recording

The SPY and PPV determination on a recording of the arterial pressure of
a patient is done here with a relative success. Since not all the systolic and
diastolic pressures are detected, caused by the learning period, the program for
detection of the systolic and diastolic pressures in an arterial pressure signal
can be improved. Further, a few systolic and diastolic values are detected in
correctly. However, most of the systolic and diastolic pressures are detected in
the signal.

With respect to the detection of maxima and minima in the systolic pressure
curve with and without the use of the airway pressure, we prefer the use of
the method without the airway pressure, since method with the use of the
airway pressure does not improve the determination of the SPY and PPV very
much. Therefore using only one signal would be preferred, since this reduces
the number of needed measurements. Keep in mind however, that the program
was only used on one patient recording. The program should be tested with
more recordings before the quality of the program can be determined, and for
which patient recordings it should not be used.

9.3 Conclusions with respect to the volume deter
mination of a patient with the use of our model

Since we know our model is not complete, we also know that the resulting vol
ume determined with the calculated PPV-total blood volume curve determined
in our model is incorrect. The question whether the PPV is suitable for deter
mining the total blood volume of a patient cannot be answered yet, since the
determined PPV-TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME is assumed to be incorrect.

The relation between the determined SPY of the patient signal and the
SPY-total blood volume curve determined in our model was not determined,
since the SPY determined in our model had a constant value. The same goes
for the o-up and the odown determined in our model.
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Appendix A

Abbreviations

A.I Parameters

The following rules apply generally to the mentioned abbreviations:

• Parameters are in capitals, except parameters that can change as a func
tion of control mechanisms. Those are in small letters.

• Variables are in small letters.

• Abbreviations starting with R or r refer to the resistance of the compart
ment.

• Abbreviations starting with an E or e refer to the elastance of the com
partment.

• Abbreviations starting with a L refer to the inertness of the compartment.

• Abbreviations starting with an V or v and end respectively with an U or
u represent the unstressed volume of the compartment.

• Abbreviations starting with a p represent the transmural pressure of the
compartment.

• Abbreviations starting with a f represent the flow of blood.

• Abbreviations starting with a v represent the volume present in the com
partment.

• Abbreviations ending with a L represent parameters or variables in the
respiratory model.

• The remaining letters represent the name of the compartment.
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A.I.! Resistances(mmHg.sjml)

Symbol
RLAIN
RLAOUT

RLV

RITHA
RETHA
rvmin

rmin

rfin
RVOUT

RMOUT

RFOUT
RETHV
RITHV
RRAIN
RRAOUT

RRV

RPA
rllungin
rrlungin
RSHUNTIN
RLLUNGOUT
RRLUNGOUT
RSHUNTOUT

RPV
RVENTINSPL
RVENTEXPL
RPERAIRL
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Description
Left atrium inflow resistance
Left atrium outflow resistance, which is the mitral
valve resistance
Outflow resistance of the left ventricle, which is equal
to the aortic valve resistance
Resistance of the intrathoracic arteries compartment
Resistance of the extrathoracic arteries compartment
Inflow resistance of the vessel rich group (microcircu
lation)
Inflow resistance of the muscle and skin group (micro
circulation)
Inflow resistance of the fat group (microcirculation)
Outflow resistance of the vessel rich group (microcir
culation)
Outflow resistance of the muscle and skin group (mi
crocirculation)
Outflow resistance of the fat group (microcirculation)
Resistance of the extrathoracic veins compartment
Resistance of the intrathoracic veins compartment
right atrium inflow resistance
Right atrium outflow resistance, which is equal to the
tricuspid valve resistance
Outflow resistance right ventricle, which is equal to
the pulmonary valve resistance
Resistance of the pulmonary arteries compartment
Inflow resistance of the left lung compartment
Inflow resistance of the right lung compartment
Inflow resistance of the lung's shunt flow compartment
Outflow resistance of the left lung compartment
Outflow resistance of the right lung compartment
Outflow resistance of the lung's shunt flow compart
ment
Resistance of the pulmonary veins compartment
Resistance of the ventilator during inspiration
Resistance of the ventilator during expiration
Resistance to flow in the lungs
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A.l.2 Elastances(mmHgjml)

symbol
ELAMIN
ELAMAX
ELVMIN
elvmax
EITHA
EETHA
EVR
EM

EF
EETHV
EITHV
ERAMIN
ERAMAX
ERVMIN
ervmax
EPA
ELLUNG

ERLUNG

ESHUNT

EPV

description
Minimal elastance of the left atrium
Maximal elastance of the left artium
Minimal clastance of the left ventricle
Maximal elastance of the left ventricle
Elastance of the intrathoracic arteries compartment
Elastance of the extrathoracic arteries compartment
Elastance of the vessel rich group (microcirculation)
Elastance of the muscle and skin group (microcircula
tion)
Elastance of the fat group (microcirculation)
Elastance of the extrathoracic veins compartment
Elastance of the intrathoracic veins compartment
Minimal elastance of the right atrium
Maximal clastance of the right atrium
Minimal elastance of the right ventricle
Maximal elastance of the right ventricle
Elastance of the pulmonary arteries compartment
Elastance of the left lung compartment (microcircula
tion)
Elastance of the right lung compartment (microcircu
lation)
Elastance of the lung's shunt flow compartment (mi
crocirculation)
Elastance of the pulmonary veins compartment

A.1.3

symbol
CTHL
CLL

A.1.4

symbol
LETHA

Compliances(ljcmH20)

Description
Compliance of the thorax
Compliance of the lungs

Inertance(mmHg.s2 /ml)

Description
Inertness of the extrathoracic arteries compartment
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A.lo5 Unstressed volumes(ml)

symbol
VLAU
VLVU
VITHAU

VETHAU

VVRU

VMU

VFU
vethvu

vithvu

VRAU
VRVU
VPAU

VLLUNGU

VRLUNGU

VSHUNTU

VPVU

description
Left atrium unstressed volume
Left ventricle unstressed volume
Unstressed volume of the intrathoracic arteries com
partment
Unstressed volume of the extrathoracic arteries com
partment
Unstressed volume of the vessel rich group (microcir
culation)
Unstressed volume of the muscle and skin group (mi
crocirculation)
Unstressed volume of the fat group (microcirculation)
Unstressed volume of the extrathoracic veins compart
ment
Unstressed volume of the intrathoracic veins compart
ment
Right atrium unstressed volume
Right ventricle unstressed volume
Unstressed volume of the pulmonary arteries compart
ment
Unstressed volume of the left lung compartment (mi
crocirculation)
Unstressed volume of the right lung compartment (mi
crocirculation)
Unstressed volume of the lung's shunt flow compart
ment (microcirculation)
Unstressed volume of the pulmonary veins compart
ment

A.lo6 Pressure sources(cmH20)

symbol
PVENTL
PEEPL
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Description
Inspiratory pressure of the ventilator
PEEP of the ventilator



A.2

A.2.1

symbol
pIa
plv
pitha

petha

pvr

pm

pf

pra
prv
ppa

pHung

prlung

pshunt

ppv

A.2.2

symbol
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Variables

Transmural pressures(mmHg)

Description
Transmural pressure of the left atrium
Transmural pressure of the left ventricle
Transmural pressure of the intrathoracic arteries com
partment
Transmural pressure of the extrathoracic arteries com
partment
Transmural pressure of the vessel rich group (micro
circulation)
Transmural pressure of the muscle and skin group (mi
crocirculation)
Transmural pressure of the fat group (microcircula
tion)
Transmural pressure of the right atrium
Transmural pressure of the right ventricle
Transmural pressure of the pulmonary arteries com
partment
Transmural pressure of the left lung compartment (mi
crocirculation)
Transmural pressure of the right lung compartment
(microcirculation)
Transmural pressure of the lung's shunt flow compart
ment (microcirculation)
Transmural pressure of the pulmonary veins compart
ment

Pressures in the respiratory system(cmH20)

Description
pmouthL

A.2 Variables

Pressure measured at the mouth
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A.2.3 Blood flows(ml/s)

symbol
fla
flv
fitha
fvrin
fmin
ffin
fvrout
fmout

ffout
fra
frv
fpa
filungin
frlungin

fshuntin

filungout

frlungout

fshuntout

fpv

description
Left atrium inflow
Left ventricle inflow
Inflow of the intrathoracic arteries compartment
Inflow of the vessel rich group (microcirculation)
Inflow ofthe muscle and skin group (microcirculation)
Inflow of the fat group (microcirculation)
Outflow of the vessel rich group (microcirculation)
Outflow of the muscle and skin group (microcircula
tion)
Outflow of the fat group (microcirculation)
Right atrium inflow
Right ventricle inflow
Inflow of the pulmonary arteries compartment
Inflow of the left lung compartment (microcirculation)
Inflow of the right lung compartment (microcircula
tion)
Inflow of the lung's shunt flow compartment (micro
circulation)
Outflow of the left lung compartment (microcircula
tion)
Outflow of the right lung compartment (microcircula
tion)
Outflow of the lung's shunt flow compartment (micro
circulation)
Inflow of the pulmonary veins compartment

A.2.4 Flows in the respiratory system(l/s)

symbol
fmouthL
fclL

fcthL

frventinspL

frventexplL

98 A Abbreviations

Description
Flow of respiratory gasses going into the mouth
Flow of respiratory gasses going into the lung compli
ance
Flow of respiratory gasses going "into" the thorax
compliance
Flow of respiratory gasses going through the ventilator
resistance during inspiration
Flow of respiratory gasses going through the ventilator
resistance during expiration
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A.2.5 State variables

Volumes (ml)

symbol
vIa
vlv
vitha
vetha
vvr
vm

vf
vra
vrv
vpa
vllung

vrlung

vshunt

vpv

Flows(ml/s)

symbol
fetha

description
Left atrium volume
Left ventricle volume
Volume of the intrathoracic arteries compartment
Volume of the extrathoracic arteries compartment
Volume of the vessel rich group (microcirculation)
Volume of the muscle and skin group (microcircula
tion)
Volume of the fat group (microcirculation)
Right atrium volume
Right ventricle volume
Volume of the pulmonary arteries compartment
Volume of the left lung compartment (microcircula
tion)
Volume of the right lung compartment (microcircula
tion)
Volume of the lung's shunt flow compartment (micro
circulation)
Volume of the pulmonary veins compartment

description
Inflow of the extrathoracic arteries compartment

Pressures in the respiratory system(cmH20)

symbol
pclL
pcthL

A.2 Variables

description
Pressures at the lung compartment
Pressure measured in the intrapleural space
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A.3 Other abbreviations

symbol

pth
thc
tcc

TAS

Tvs

n

TINSPWL
TPENDINSPL

TEXPWL
tlc

description unit
Time step used in the program and sample time s
used in the HPS
The intrathoracic pressure mmHg
The heart cycle length in seconds s
Time passed in the current heart cycle s
The duration of atrial systole, which is the same s
for both atria
The duration of ventricular systole, which is the s
same for both ventricles
Time between the end of the atrial systole and s
the beginning of the ventricular systole, which
is the same for both heartvalves
Time index n . Ts

Duration of the inspiration s
Pause between end of inspiration and start of s
expiration
Duration of the expiration s
Time passed in the current respiratory cycle

A.4 Normal Patient settings parameters

name value
VPVU
VSHUNTU
VRLUNGU
VLLUNGU
VPAU
VRVU
VRAU
VFU
VMU
VVRU
VETHAU
VITHAU
VAORTAU
VLVU
VLAU
TOTAL~BLOOD_VOLUME

LITHA
LETHA
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350.000000
1.600000
27.000000
27.000000
50.000000
40.000000
30.000000
11.000000
35.000000
139.000000
370.000000
112.000000
28.000000
30.000000
30.000000
5000
0.001500
0.001100
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value
RSHUNTOUT
RSHUNTIN
RRLUNGOUT
RRLUNGIN
RLLUNGOUT
RLLUNGIN
RRV
RRAOUT
RRAIN
RETHV
RFOUT
RMOUT
RVROUT
RETHA
RITHA
RAORTA
RLV
RLV-.INTERN
RLAOUT
RLAIN
EPV
ESHUNT
ERLUNG
ELLUNG
EPA
EITHV
EETHV
EF
EM
EVR
EETHA
EITHA
EAORTA
ERVMIN
ELVMIN
ERAMAX
ERAMIN
ELAMAX
ELAMIN
TAV

2.500000
4.125000
0.060000
0.210000
0.060000
0.210000
0.003000
0.003000
0.003000
0.090000
1.550000
0.500000
0.140000
0.054000
0.029
0.010000
0.003
0.053
0.003000
0.003000
0.045000
25.000000
1.600000
1.600000
0.250000
0.018000
0.017000
4.500000
1.500000
0.370000
1.00
1.5
3.0
0.045
0.08
0.200000
0.100000
0.200000
0.120000
0.010000
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A.5

name
vithvu
vethvu
din
rmin
rvrin
ervmax
elvmax
thr
fitha
fetha
vpv
vshunt
vrlung
vllung
vpa
vrv
vra
vithv
vethv
vf
vm
vvr
vetha
vitha
vaorta
vlv
vla

A.6

name

Normal Patient settings variables

value
1216.854614
1036.579956
12.8
4.10
1.14
1.2
4
0.820343
20.0
24.853985
460.0
2.00
31.00
31.00
101.00
138.00
125.00
1488.00
1512.00
15.00
46.00
184.00
515.00
136.00
34
125.00
70.00

Normal Patient settings respiratory system

value
TINSPWL
TPENDINSPL
TEXPWL
RVENTINSPL
RVENTEXPL
RPERAIRL
CTHL
CLL
PVENTL
PEEPL
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3
1
6
10
10
15
0.2
0.2
26.6
15.6
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Appendix B

Schematics Kentgens model

In this appendix, the schematics of the model of the uncontrolled circulatory
system are given. This is done to give the reader an idea how the model is
constructed.

pin (I)

fin(t)

R L
pout(l)

fout{t)

c Vu v

I
Figure B.1: Schematic electrical model single compartment
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Figure B.2: Schematic electrical model left heart
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Appendix C

Program algorithm model
lungs

In this appendix the program algorithm of the simulation of the lung variables
is given.
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initialize variables and parameters
CTHl = 0.2
Cll = 0.2

RPERAIRl = 15
RVE NTEXPl = 10
RVENTlNSPl = 10

PVENTl = 26.6
PEEP = 15.6

TPREINSPl = 0
TINSPWl= 3

TPENDINSPl = 1
TEXPWl= 6

Tperiodl = TPREINSPl + TINSPWl + TPENDINSPl + TEXPWL
pell=O
pelhl~

~TPREINSPl?
'-----~---~

No

yes{ SVENTl=2 ]I--------------------~

t1e<TPREINSPl+ TINSPWL?

fmoulhl = (PVENTl - pdl) I (RPERAIRl + RVENTINSPl)
frventinspL ::: fmoulhL

frventexpL =0
pmoulhl = PVENTL - fmoulhl • RVENTINSPl

No

No

yes{ SVENTl=2 ]f---------------rl'-----.I

Ile<TPREINSPl+ TINSPWL+

TPENDINSPl+ TEXPWl?
Yes

i---'

SVENTl=2

fmoulhl = -(pell - PEEPl) I (RPERAIRL + RVENTEXPl)
frventinspL =0

frventexpL ::: fmouthL
pmoulhl = PEEPl + (-fmouthl • RVENTEXPl)

'-- J

fmoulhl = 0
frventinspL = 0
frventexpl = 0
pmoulhl = pdl

l

~
Yes

No,-------

fell = fmouthl
fcthl =fmoulhl

pelhl = «fcthl • T1 s) I CTHl) + pcthl
pell = «fell' T1 s) I Cll) + «(felhl • T1 s) I CTHl) + pdl

plh = -4 + 0.75' pcthl
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Appendix D

Results volume decrease
coupled model

•In

Here the results ofthe stepwise decrease of the parameter TOTAL_BLOOD_ VOLUME
of the coupled model can be found. Table D.1 shows the determined values for
the maximal systolic pressure at the end of inspiration, minimal diastolic pres-
sure at the end of inspiration, the maximal systolic pressure at the end of
expiration and the minimal diastolic pressure of paorta at the end of expiration
with respect to the value of the total blood volume, shown in the column 'vol-
ume'. Table D.2 shows the calculated values of the Spy and PPV with respect
to the value of the total blood volume, shown in the column 'volume'.

Table D.1: Determined systolic and diastolic values from coupled model with
varying total blood volume

volume max systole max diastole min systole min diastole Pab
(ml) SPmax DPmax SPmin DPmin (mmHg)

(mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg)

5400 129.937200 87.72307 125.55789 84.774895 125.63085
5300 122.440424 82.67858 118.06107 79.729670 118.13419
5200 114.922300 77.66073 110.54331 74.712050 110.61618
5100 107.404976 72.643394 103.02517 69.694010 103.099106
5000 99.902670 67.62009 95.5258 64.651920 95.600296
4900 92.381910 62.616207 88.00684 59.636430 88.08088
4800 84.877520 57.597435 80.50535 54.597020 80.57986
4700 77.371940 52.552742 73.00282 49.559410 73.07787
4600 69.854970 47.533455 65.46952 44.509070 65.54603
4500 62.345520 42.47037 57.975006 39.482870 58.051796
4400 54.842450 37.443623 50.48138 34.464870 50.55665
4300 47.342510 32.39173 42.984802 29.419518 43.05998
4200 39.841030 27.349121 35.481083 24.384070 35.555298
4100 32.354720 22.303295 27.976402 19.301064 28.048285
4000 24.864690 17.239468 20.56981 14.258290 20.56981
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..
volume Spy oup odown PPV

(ml) (mmHg) (mmHg) (mmHg)

5400 4.379310 4.306350 0.07296 0.034486
5300 4.379354 4.306234 0.07312 0.036634
5200 4.378990 4.306120 0.07287 0.039137
5100 4.379806 4.305870 0.073936 0.042014
5000 4.376870 4.302374 0.074496 0.044610
4900 4.375070 4.301030 0.07404 0.048001
4800 4.372170 4.297660 0.07451 0.051581
4700 4.369120 4.294070 0.07505 0.057013
4600 4.385450 4.308940 0.07651 0.062893
4500 4.370514 4.293724 0.07679 0.072093
4400 4.361070 4.285800 0.07527 0.082735
4300 4.357708 4.282530 0.075178 0.097173
4200 4.359947 4.285732 0.074215 0.118267
4100 4.378318 4.306435 0.071883 0.146965
4000 4.294880 4.294880 0 0.188524

Table D 2' Calculated Spy and PPV values from the data in table D.1
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Appendix E

Program algorithm SpyIPPV
determination patient data

E.l Program algorithm for detecting systolic and di
astolic pressures

In this section, the program algorithm is presented that is used in detecting
the systolic and diastolic pressures of a arterial pressure signal recorded from
a patient. This program can be used in a program that uses an device that
imports data from measurements directly into its working space, or it can be
used with an earlier recorded data signal. Figure E.1 shows the algorithm.
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( Begin Program
threshold thrmax1=O.75
threshold thrmax2=O.70
threshold thnnin1=O.25
threshold thnnin2=O.30

status='inir
countermax=O
countermin=O
max=[i -1000]
min=[i 1000]

.__ _ i.,:.q..

r-status='init'
countermax=D
countermin=O
max={i -1000]
min=[i 10001

No

I

f status='init'
CQuntermax=O
CQuntennin=O
max=[i -1000]
min={i 1000]

min=[i 1000]
countennin=O

sample>thrmin2*diff+lastmin?
'- / Ves

f-----case='min'

~-------~Yes

case='wait'

Ves

Ves

funcUon writefile

pressdif=lastmax-lsslmin
maxmin(index,:)=[i lastmax lastmin pressdiff]

index+1

Figure E.!: Program algorithm for the detection of the systolic and diastolic
pressures
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E.2 Program algorithm for detecting maxima/min
ima in the systolic pressure curve(without the
airway pressure signal)

Here the program algorithm is presented that is used for detecting maxima/min
ima in the detected systolic pressures from the arterial pressure signal without
the use of the airway pressure signal. This program needs the array maxmin[]
to retrieve the data and puts its results in array scndmaxmin[], where the last
two clements of each row contain the calculated values for the Spy and PPV.
If this algorithm is imbedded in the function writefile described in section E.I,
the values of the Spy and the PPV are calculated as the samples of the arterial
pressure signal are being processed, instead of using this algorithm after all the
systolic and diastolic maxima and minima are detected. However, when this
is done, one should take care that the variables used for this algorithm have
to have a different name than the ones used for the algorithm of section E.lo
Figure E.2 shows the algorithm.

E.2 Program algorithm for detecting maxima/minima m the systolic pressure 113
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Begin Program
stalus='max

max=O
min=O

;=0

i=i+1
sample1 = maxmin(i,2)

sample2 = maxmin(i+1 ,2)
'---~~~---r-_.J

stalus='max -.J

max=sample1

Yes
I

Yes

SPV=Arrlaslmax(2)-Arrlaslmin(2)
PPV=(Arrlastmax(4)-Arrlaslmin(4))~Arrlaslmax(4)+Arrlastmin(4)/2)

scndmaxmin(oounter,:)=[Arrlastmax Arrlaslmin SPY PPY]
CQunter=counter+ 1

No

Arrlastmax=maxmin(i,:)
max=O

case='min'

No

Arrlastmin=maxmin(i,:)
min=O 1---------------'

case='max

Figure E.2: Program algorithm detection for determining the Spy and the PPV
of the arterial pressure signal without the use of the airway pressure signal).

E.3 Program algorithm for detecting maxima/min
ima in the systolic pressure curve(with the air
way pressure signal)

Here the program algorithm is presented that is used for detecting maxima/min
ima in the detected systolic pressures from the arterial pressure signal with the
use of the airway pressure signal. This program needs the array maxmin[] to
retrieve the data and puts its results in array scndma..xmin\], where the last two
elements of each row contain the calculated values for the SPY and PPV. If
this algorithm is imbedded in the function writefile described in section E.l,
the values of the SPY and the PPV are calculated as the samples of the arterial
pressure signal are being processed, instead of using this algorithm after all the
systolic and diastolic maxima and minima are detected. However, when this
is done, one should take care that the variables used for this algorithm have
to have a different name than the ones used for the algorithm of section E.1.
Figure E.3 shows the algorithm.
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Begin program
treshold thr=input user

respcycle='low'
index mmind=1

index scndmmind=1
sysmax=[1 a a 0]

sysmin=[1 201 201 OJ
index respcycieind=Q

............................~.~;~-_ .._---_./

respcycle='low'-------1 i=i+1
get sample airwaypressure awp(i)

f------- respcycle='high'

No

Ves Ves

respcycle='high'
respcycleind=respcycleind+1

'------,------"

( \
sysmax(1,2»07

Ves

SPV=Arrlastmax(2)-Arrlastmin(2)
PPV=(Ar~astmax(4)-Ar~astmin(4»/(Ar~astmax(4)+Ar~astmin(4)/2)

sysmax=[1 a a 01
sysmin=[1 201 201 0]

call function detect
ves---{

"-

SPV=O?

I

~
'\

scndmaxmin(scndmmind,:) :::: [sysmax sysmin spv ppvl II
scndmmind := scndmmind + 1 j

function detect

Hmaxmin(mmind,2) > sysmax(1 ,2)7 Ves sysmax :::: maxmin(mmind,:)

I
I

~ +
( maxmin(mmind,2) < sysmin(1,2)7 Ves sysmin :::: maxmin(mmind,:) ( abline=maxmin(mmind,2)}--

I
I

~ •[ 'I
mmind < size(maxmin,1)? Ves mmind=mmind+1 j

Figure E.3: Program algorithm detection for determining the Spy and the PPV
of the arterial pressure signal with the use of the airway pressure signal).

E.3 Program algorithm for detecting maxima/minima III the systolic pressure
curve(with the airway pressure signal)
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Appendix F

P-spice work

In this appendix, a brief description will be given on earlier efforts to create a
model of the human circulation in P-spice. Section F.2 describes the variable
compliance we used for our model. Section F.3 shows the total circuit we used
in our simulations, and section FA shows the results of simulations of this
circuit. We included this work in an appendix, because we were not able to
finish simulations with all the correct values for the parameters.

F .1 Translation mechanical to electrical domain

In order to create an electrical model of the human circulation, we needed a
translation from the mechanical to the electrical domain. We used a translation,
similar to the one Aben used. Pater [21] used this translation for his work on
the human circulation, with success. The used translation can be found in table
F.1.

Table F.l: Translation table used to determine the values of the parameters in
the electrical model of the human circulation, derived from [21]

Mechanical systems Electrical systems
0.98 cm~2'J's 1 n

1 s 1 .10-3 8

1 mmHg 0.5 V
1 cm3

0.375 .10-3A
S

1.02 cmlryO 1 .1O-3F

F.2 Variable compliance

We wanted to keep the model of the human circulation in P-spice simple and
understandable for physicians. Therefore, we chose to create an new element
within P-spice, a variable capacitor. We used this as a model of a heart chamber,
of which its compliance changes in time.
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1(1)=V(%in2)'ddl(V(%in1))+V(%inl )'ddl(V(%in2))

,---------~-<CjJius

inl

C in in2

in3

1(1)

~--------'------< C_gnd

Figure F.1: Subcircuit model of the variable capacitor with a ABM

VDCAP? C5"

Figure F.2: VDCAP element

The value of this variable capacitor had to change between 7 and 57 p,F.
This is why we could not use the native element P-spice used for a variable
capacitor (which could only vary 10% of its value). P-spice did however contain
an element called ABM: an Analog Behavioral Model. We chose to use one
with three inputs and a current source as output. Figure F.1 shows such an
element. Because we used an ABM, we had to determine a relation between the
inputs and the output of the element. We used the current-voltage-capacitance
relation stated in equation F.1 for this.

. Jv(t) JC(t)
t(t) = C(t) . - + v(t) . --

Jt Jt
(F.l)

The second input of the ABM was used as an input for the value of the
variable capacitor. We used a pulsating voltage source for the input of the
value of the capacitor with respect to time.

This element was tested in simple circuits to test its behavior, where it
turned out to function as it was expected. Special attention was paid to the
voltage step, when the value of the capacitor would decrease in value with a
step function. When decreasing the value of the second input of the ABM (rep
resenting the capacitors value) by half, the voltage measured over the outputs
increased with a factor of two(which one would expect).

To make the circuit of the human circulation as understandable as possible,
we created an element within P-spice with as sub circuit in P-spice of the model
in figure F.1. We called this element VDCAP, Voltage Dependent CAPacitor.
This model is depicted in figure F.2.
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Figure F.3: Electrical model human circulation

F.3 Circuit

Our goal was to determine the systemic arterial pressures in the human circu
lation, which we could use for determining the SPY and PPV, after the model
of the respiratory system of Aben [5] was included and connected to the simple
model of the human circulation we created.

To begin the construction of the model of the human circulation, we started
of with a simple model, consisting of a single VDCAP to model each side of the
heart, a R-C r combination to model the systemic vascular bed and a R-C r
combination to model the pulmonary vascular bed. Diodes were used to model
the valves of the heart. Figure F.3 shows the entire circuit of a simple model.

F.4 Simulation results

The first simulation results were very promising, and there was good hope to
succeed in creating a simple model of the human circulation in P-spice. First
a model with some random chosen values was tested. All the capacitors and
VDCAP's were charged with a certain voltage, after which the Vpulse's were
started. This resulted in fluctuating voltages and currents in the model as
expected. However, the amplitude of the fluctuations decreased in time.

However, when the right values to the elements were given(determined via
table F.l), P-spice could not converge to a solution. In short, the system was
unstable, which resulted in voltages and currents that became larger than the
maximum allowable voltages and currents in P-spice.

A schematic in which the simulation is aborted premature is depicted in
figure FA.

During a simulation, P-spice uses a variable time step length. When a time
step is to long for a simulation, P-spice decreases its length. This is done to
make sure the solution is of the wanted accuracy in P-spice. During simulations
of the simple model we created of the human circulation, P-spice decreased its
time step until its minimum, but this still resulted in simulation results that did
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Figure FA: Circuit for which a simulation is ended prematurely

not converge. At the simulation time where this phenomenon occurred, P-spice
stopped its simulation, and gave an error containing the message "ERROR 
Discontinuing simulation due to convergence problem". See figure F.5 for an
example. Notice the value on the Y-axis of lOGY.

Outside help was asked of H.Hegt, who had experience with P-spice. To
gether we tried to solve this problem however we did not succeed. We could
not change certain limits in P-spice, such like the minimal time step. We could
not determine any other way, other than we had already tried, to adjust the
parameters of P-spice in order to make it more stable. There we some more
disadvantages in using P-spice. H.Hegt pointed out that P-spice added extra
elements to the simulation, like parasitic resistances and capacitors from each
node to the ground reference. Another problem Aben and I faced was the ex
portation of data from P-spice to other programs(like the simulation results).
Further, hardly any documentation on the used version of P-spice could be
found, other than the P-spice manual itself and the standard quick start man
uals. A last disadvantage is the fact that P-spice does contain many elements,
but specific elements will almost always have to be created, which can be hard
to accomplish.

At that point in time, Prof.Beneken attended me of the model Kentgens
helped creating, the H P STM. This model was to the knowledge of Prof.Beneken
the best validated model of the human circulation. We decided then to drop
the efforts to create a model of the human circulation in P-spice, and continue
with the model of Kentgens.

F.5 Conclusion use of P-spice

P-spice is a very complicated program, with many aspects hidden for the normal
user. Hardly any documentation on the used version of P-spice was available.
Thus solving complex issues regarding the program itself becomes very hard.
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Figure F.5: Example of a discontinued simulation in P-spice

Simulations that work with one set of values for parameters in the model may
not work anymore when these values are changed. When P-spice is used in
further research, we recommend using a version where a lot of documentation
is accessible. Further, one could buy a personal license for P-spice, in order
to be able to use help of the experts of OrCAD, the company that sells the
software package P-spice. We found that a numerical approach may be less
easy in terms of extending a model, but it allows the user much more freedom
in creating his or her own models. The user also knows exactly what is modeled
as well as the accuracy of the results. This is not always the case in P-spice.

F.6 Used literature

For this work we used some literature to construct the VDCAP and for solving
problems encountered in OrCAD's P-spice. References to this literature can
be found in the bibliography: OrCad's User's guide [20] and in an application
note "Simulieren mit PSpice" [11]. Further the internet was used to obtain
information in solving problems in P-spice, where we want to mention one site
in particular, www.groups.google.com [4].
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